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Abstract
This thesis presents the design and development of the "SAMBUCA" (Semi Au-
tonomous Mobile Base and Utile Control Architecture) mobile robot base for the
purpose of advllm,:cmcilt of research in group robotics. The base is intended to be
used as part of a multi-robot system whereby a number of robotic vehicles, including
ones derived from this design, will be deployed and coordinated to perfonn tasks
semi-autonomously in order to reach a goal.
Research in group robotics is being conducted at Memorial University of New-
foundland. in the Intelligent Systems laboratory of C-CORE, and the outcomcs of
these endeavors ....'iIl be applied to industrial problems in harsh environments. The
initial application of trus research will be toward the mining industry, Md specifically
lO'"..ard the automation of underground ore milia> in Canada. Future applications
include, but ale not limited to, space exploratioll, toxic waste management, and
automated farming.
The work done to date in the Intelligent Systems laboratory has included tbe
initial development of a vebicle route planner and a discrete-e-.-ent based traffic con-
troller that has been successfully interfared with groups of robotic vehicles to carry
out specified t8Sks in relatively structured, static environments. Currentl)·, these
systems break down goals iuto tasks that are coordinated and dispatched to toy
robots that operate in a model miue. While the u.se of toys is sufficient for proof-
of-concept demollstrations of the discrete-e\·eut control and planning s}"Stems, toys
must be adapted find coerced to .,.,'Ork under conditions that they were 1101. intended
to experience. These adaptation efforts are not central to the research goals, and
not only demand unnecessary efforts from the research group, but indeed limit the
progress that can be made in developing all automated system.
While it is too early to incorporate the current research re6Ulu into full-sized in-
dustrial robotic vchicles, specia.l1)' designed smalJ-scaJe robotic \'ehicles can be wed
in mock system trials instead of toy.besed robots, thereb).· providing more accurate
repre>eDtations of the challenges encountered by full-sizcd robotic: automation S)'S-
This thesis presents the development of an indoor/outdoor mobile platfonn that
will be used to advance the group's research in automated mining by providing a
more realistic ex:pericnce of tele-<lperation, remote sensing, And semi-autonomous
robot behavior than what currently exists in the Intelligent System laboratory.
The work complcted to date acts a:s II. starting point from whicll improvements
and extensions ClIJl be easily made and incorporated [II this regard, SuggestiOllS for
future \\-urk are also presented.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The prospect of living a carefree life with all work dOlle by machines has long cap-
tured the imaginntion of people since liweI> well before modern science. Although
lime and experience has tempered these expectations !lOmcwhll.t since t be onset of
the widespread automation during the Industrial R.e\"Olution of the liDOs, automa.-
tion remains an exciting and rewarding pUl"!luit. Understood now as a set of helper
technologia; rat·her than a complete replacement for human effort, automation h88
made a positive impact in areas such as manufacturing, shipping, and cow.municar
tiol15. While automation in the fann of mechanized systems has existed for centuries,
epitomized by the Jacquard loom, it ~ the recent synergistic combination of med:llUl-
icaJ systems with computer s)'stems that has resulted in modern robotics, which bas
added Lbe important ability for a s)'Stem to monitor and optimize its own Procell6("S.
further reducing the need for hunllUl operators, and thereby increasing process effi-
ciency.
While the manufacturing industries have benefitted frolU today's robotic automa-
tion systems (especially the automobile industry, whose use of industrial robotic arms
has arguably provided the greatest manufacturing impronllllent since Henry Ford de-
vised the assembly line), the state of technology has limited the u.'le of robotics in
automated systems to operating in fixed positions, dealing with well-constrained and
pattcmed problems (e.g. weldillg, ba.~ie visual inspections). These limitations have
thm; far precluded the effective use of automation ill less structured environments,
such lIS those encountered in undergrowld or surface mining or other resource devel-
opment applications.
The continuing push on automated technologies will make great. use of robotics
as computer technology cont.inues to aC\1WOl!. and wit.b the estabfuhment of t.he
Internet communications infrastructure. Gh'el1 the current technological conditions,
it m~ sense for engineering research and de...elopmeut laboratories, both in the
priV8te sector and in acadel.lua, to pursue the area of robotic automation, a subset
of intelligent systems. TIle Intelligent. S}~ems laboratory at C-CORE, Memorial
Uohwsity of Newfoundland, Cansda, benefits from close tiee with industry, and is II.
fitting place to carry out applied, indU5trially-retated research in robotic automation.
The research and de\"Clopment necessary to implement ideas is elfort-intcnsh-e,
and requires the interplay of lIlany systems. The work presented in this thesis de-
scribes one of the subsy~tems needed for an intelligent system to work effectively,
namely a mobile robotic platform. This introductory chapter will define an intelli-
gent system and will provide a brief review of the work that hIlS preceded this current
project in order to provide 1\ COlltext for the author's research.
1.1 Background oflntelligent Systems Laboratory
1.1.1 Definition of Intelligent Systems
This section will begin by first pregeIlting the laboratory's modi6ed Precam l defi-
nition of intelligent 5}"Stems, which serves as an o\'erall guide for t.be kind of RkD
conducted t.here.
Intelligent S/ptem!: S}'SteUl9 that percei\'e, reason and act in wall' that
are similar in function to humansl19].
The work carried out ill the Iutelligenl Systems laboratory is therefore focused in
aJea5 of sensor fuskin, process modeling, system automa.tiou, and remote monitoring.
1.1.2 History of the Intelligent Systems Laboratory
It is often the case that research ill intelligent systelns begins as a. logical exlension
from the computer science subfield of arti6ciol illtelligcn~ (AI). Interestingly, this
1Pn!earll 1511 OOIlliOl1;UIll OfCILlllldill1l mrporations. I"e!iearcll iT\lltilu1.eII, and ~r,,"'efltpIIl"tne..
worklJ11"';lmnlheimelliSCllt 'Y"1elllllindusl.r:1"
"''tIS not the evolutKmary p&th taken by the Intelligent S)'Stems group; its beginnings
'A-ere rooted in the area of machine vision rather than Al, and the group had expe.
rience developing automated visual iIl:>-pection 1I)'Stem8 for applications such as fish
processing, automated aerial image anal)llis, llOOUStic image procesl!ing and analysis,
and telcrobotics.
Participation in a mining company's automated ore fragmentation image analysis
project led the Intelligent S)'Stems group to pursue further v.ark ill mining autouur
tion, and to participate in the Si\{AR'f'2 project, a joint research effort bet..'leen
a number of CaIladi8J1 research laboratories [201. The liext subsection will give a
description of the tl."Cilllological challenges facing the mining industry, and the sub-
section after that will gi....e lUore detail about the SMART initiative.
1.1.3 The Industrial Problem
The North American mining industry, like mallY other industries, is interested in
increasing its efficiency at a. time when labor C06ts ill North America. are higher than
in other partS of the world, and worker safety issues are paramount. A significant
portion of the operational costs is associated with providing adequate infrastructure
for 1I\urkers to be able to mine at depths of up to one mile beneath the surface where
heat, air quality, and structural integrit)· of mining tunnels are all major safety issues.
Even when these issues are addressed, undergrowxlmine6 remain hac:sh environments
in which to work, an ideal focus for applied R&D in intelligent S)'StelnS
L"~CO, a Canlldian mining company, has begun evaluating and incorporating
automated mining machineti to help impro...-e the efficiency of their mining pllXeS5eS.
According to their proposed Mining Automation Program (MAP), INCO desires to
move workers out of the hac:sh envirownenL by completely autom.a.ting the mining
process, 8Jld permitting the warkel"$ to supervise the machillery from a safe alld
comfortable supervisory console on the surface [211. This will improve ....urker safety
and lnining efficiency, both of which help INCa remain COlUl>etitive
Some of the system.s needed for mining automation to occur, as lIoted by INCO
[22], arc'
1. underground telecommunications
2Se'lllQl"i-'-iotor AUgIUCnlOO R.eality for Telerobotics
2. Vehicle positioning (localization) IlIld navigation
3. Mining equipment. automation
4. Process engineering and control (i.e. operations research)
lNCO has begun addressing the issues of wlderground t.el.ec:ommunication5, and
has been colla.borating with mining equipmeot marluf/!oCturers to deal with converting
standard mioing vehicle:; into automation-ready \'Chicles. The remaining systems
(i.e. vehicle positioning/na.vigation and process engineering/control) have been the
focus of research laboratories, and the SMART initiative has fOCllsed work on these
remaining subsystems.
1.1.4 Sensori-Motor Augmented Reality for Telerobotics -
SMART
The o\~all goal of SMART was to take the existing concept of direct telooperation
in underground mines (Le. remote control of mining vehicle> by 8. hwnan operator
....ithout the aid of automation) and extend it to provide mining vehicles with a
IC\~I of automation, thereby O\"CfOOlning some of the following drawbacks of direct
teleopcratioll:
l. The human operator must remotely control a machine tbat interact.s with the
enviromncnt in a complex, detailed, and realtime manner. Therefore tbe oper-
ator must de\"Ote full attention to the control of the machine for the duration
of the task.
2. Transmission delays experienced by remote signal propagation time can disrupt
the synchroniz.ation required for the operator to control thc "chicle, resulting in
decreased motion accuracy.The communication infrastmcture3 used by INCa
in the past, however, ''showed no noticeable delay to the operation of the con-
trols on the [remote vehicle] from surface approximalely 1300 metres away" [23).
3The commuuicationll infrlllltructurt! ill INCO's Copper Cliff, OutlU"io 'North Mine' ooll.'list~'CI of
radio !Tequency ooaxial cllble fecdawhereby tLlIaJog "idOOYo·Mtra...miUoooD oort&incha.nnelti,a.,d
oomputcrdata \\'as trallsmitted 011 other cha.lIIels, withe&Ch cha.mel talcing up approximately 6
Mlbofdedieo.kdbandwidth.
Delays, jitter, 3lld lost data are more likely in packet-S\\'itched communiau.ion
infrastructures, especially those that do not ha\~ guaranteed qualit)·-of-service
or real-time transmission protocols in place {241.
3. Directl)' teleopcrated vehicles do not partake in inten~hicle oommunications,
tbereby decre&'ling the dumas of avoiding rnultivebicle confiictll tbat may arise
during operations.
By enhancing vehicles with safety systems, adegrce of built..-in automation, and by
presenting the human operat<lr with an augmented projection of the remote situation,
S~tART intends to decouple task plallning from task execution. Rather tban have
the human operator do both the planning and execution, the operator would be able
to create a plan for the vehicle and then set the vebicle on auto-pilot to execute the
t~k
As a side benefit of this planning/execution decoupling, the human operator
could possibly control a fleet of vehicles, thereby increasing the efficiency of the
entire operation.
1.1.5 The Laboratory's Approach
The lntelJigeut Systems IaborlltOl)' (ISLab) originally planned to contribute to the
S~IAIIT project in the areas of intelligent control of robotic equipment, 3lld intelli·
gent mediation bet",'een the system's automatic control mode and human-operator
control mode. As it was difficult to work on thC8C aspecta ill isolation from the rest
of the SMART system componenOJ, the ISLab devised ils own "General Frame'A"Ork
for Croup Robotid. This fra.mc,,"Ork is discussed in more detail in tbe next major
section. ISLab first fOCl.JS(l(i on intelligent control of vehiclCll to complete a task,
wbich included plan generation of subtasks, autonomous completionof the subtasks,
and monitoring of suhtasks to alert the human operator to any troubles during task
execution. The following subsections outlLlle the incremelltal work that was done
prior to tbe start of the work presented by this thesis.
Figure 1.1: Two-robot Collision Avoidance Demonstration [1]
Demonstration #1
The first demonstration of the ISLab~temwas to show how t.....,o mobile robots could
drive along separately specified but intersecting paths and a\'Oid col.l.i.sion (see figure
1.1). TIlls experimcnt l\'M carried out using t\\'O miniature &bcat differential-·drive
toys that were computer controlled using altered radio-frequenC)' remotc controls.
This demonstration, which was used to test Hwang's Petri-net controller [11, made
use of ll.D overhead camera li~'Stem to provide robot localization to the Petri-net
controller. The &bca.t toys had no on-board intelligence, and simply reacted to
isliued oommandB. The lO)'S also lacked self-monitoring abilities.
Demonstration #2
The next demonstration was carried out by Jamie King [25} ill order to coordinate
three robot \"Chicles with a rewritten Petri-net controller (rclUl,wed as the Discrete-
Evcnt Controller) using a more complex roadway as well llS a route planner. This
timc, the Bobcat loy chassis ""-ere outfitted with MIT-dClligned MiniBoards [26] and
'UniLink' wireless n5-232 serial communications (manufflCtured by Wireless ~'loun­
lain Laboratories). By tracking transitions between reflective and non·rcflectivc floor
lape, the central coordination system kept trad:: of robot localization and dispatdled
Figure 1.2: Styrofoam Mine with Tonka Toy Robot
commands accordingly. However, sensor noise, communications noise, and battery
drain all posed reliability problems during the experimental trials.
Demonstration #3
The third demonstration was essentially the same in scope as the second demonstra.~
tion, except that it was done in a scale-sized mine constructed of styrofoam, and
made use of larger, more powerful toy vehicles controlled by locally-designed RAD
cards [271 rather than the MiniBoards. This demonstration avoided most sensor
misreadings by not relying on reflective tape, but rather using proximity readings
between the toy vehicles and the walls of the scale mine (see figure 1.2). Reliability
problems with serial communications still remained.
Shortcomings of Existing Robots
As has been presented so far, as the demonstrations of the general framework for
group robotics became more ambitious and technically complex, a larger portion
of the problems came from the limitations of the toys being used as robots. The
problems caused by the use of toys were consuming more development time than
was deemed acceptable by the group, and it was agreed that work would begin on
specifying design requirements for a more useful and universal robotic base with
Figure 1.3: SmailBot
which to advance the group's research.
SmallBot
The SmailBot project ,",'as the first attempt at creating a more heavily-featured
mitJ.iature robot that was rugged enough to operate on challenging non·laboratory
terrains, and flexible enough to make use of a wide variety of sensor and actuator
configurations. In essence, the SmallBot was to be a full-fledged personal computer
on wheels in miniature form so that it could be used in the scale-model of an under-
ground mine. A miniature personal computer was specified, based on the PC/I04
standard used in industry. PC/lO·t systems are comprised of computer cards that
aU have a fonn factor of approximately 4" by 4". These cards are stacked to provide
a completely operational personal computer that takes up very little space and uses
very little power compared to a desktop or laptop PC. The SmaUBot base was de-
signed around this form factor, resulting in a narrow boat·like shape, and requiring
miniature motors, miniature sprockets and chains, miniature wheels, and three small
gel-cell 12-Volt batteries.
The project soon was halted as it became apparent that the costs of miniature
gears, sprockets, and custom machining "'ere all exceeding the anticipated costs.
The problem with creating a small yet rugged robot was that the parts were not
in high demand worldwide, aud therefore were rare and expensive to procure. The
cancellation of t.he SruailBot effort led way to the robot base presented in this thesis.
1.1.6 Objective of Research
From the outset oftllis project, the design of the MRP W&'i to be general enough to be
used for a variety of robot..ic research projects which might deal with telemAAipulation,
mapping, path planning, navigation, object recognition and research, survcillance,
and object transport, to name a few po55ibilities.
TIm objective of this project, therefore, WIII'i to design and implement a mobile
robot platform (MRP) that \I\'Ould:
• operate within the ISLab's General Frame\\'"Ork for Group Robotics
• operate in both fabricated and natural cnviroruncnts
• be modular and extensible to ease future dC\-clopment
• provide R more realistic porua)"8l of oontrolling a robotic vehicle than what
'A-'3S eurrently being experienced with miniature toy robots
1.1.7 Organization of Tbesis
Chapter 2 presents the Intelligent System group's "Genera.! Framework for Group
Roboticsn \.Q explain the COlllext in which the mobile robot base was developed.
Chapter 3 is a revie..... of the mobile robotics research literature, 88 pertains to this
project. Chapter 4 gh'CS details on the specifications and designs of the mobile robot
base hardware and tbe ass.xiated oontrol ~fiware. Chapter 5 describes the imple-
menWion and testing conducted on the base to date and presents the experimental
results. Conclusions and suggestions for future ..liork are presented in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2
General Framework for Group Robotics
The job of automating a system as complex as lUI underground mine is best acoom-
plished in stages, from first working with computet simulations of vehicles, to using
incrementally better physical models, to finally incorporating the honed designs into
full-size machinery. The ll.'Ork in the ISLab has been primarily directed at using and
colltrolling physical models of mining robots to achieve high-level goals. Design of
such a system benefits from 8 divide-and-conquer approach, 8Jld 88 such, requires
definitions of work scope and of cOllnecting interfaces between these .....ork modules.
Rather than usc an ad hoc approach to factoring the complex problem iIlto mM-
ageable segments, it was decided that a general framework for group robots (i.e. not
8 mining-specific implementation) be devised. This frarnev."Ork, ba.'JCd on the WaTe-
house security robot architecture of EAocrett I:lIld oth~ [28j, is preseot.cd in figure 2.4
and mo:>re details can be found in (25) and IIJ.
2.1 Overview of Framework
The General Framework for Group Robotics is 1\11 architecture for controlling mul-
tiple robotic vehicles ill dynanlically changing unstructured or semi-structured envi~
ronmcnts. This £ramework ....1lJi formed based on the following observations:
1. Complete automation of complex semi-structured environments is not yet tech-
nically feasible, but partial automation (making Ui:le of human iutcrvention) is
feasible.
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Figure 2.4: General Fr8Jllc....urk for Group Robotics
II
2. The cuvironment in which the system operates is assumed to dyne.mically
change at 3 rate s.low enough to permit effecth-e colltrol syslem adaptation.
3. The S)"stern is to control a Beet of heterogeneous \-ehic1es, and therefore should
not depend on individual robot architectures.
2.1.1 High-Level TdSk Description
The frame."..ork for controlling a team of robotic vehicles incorporates subsystems
that operatc II.t varying levels of task abstractkm. A~ the higbCllt level of task 1I.b-
straction, human operators can use command constructs similAr to those used in
high-lcvel computer languages to issue tasks for the system to execute. For example,
an operator can give the system a task of moving ore from a blMt site to a crusher
machine repeatedly until the blast site is empty.
2.1.2 Resource Description
Automation requires an wlderst.anding of the resources available in the system, so
that path planning, coordination, and optimization of effort call take place. In this
case, resources (folI01\'f!d by pertinCllt par8lt1CteT6) are: vehicles (..-ehicle type, size,
fueJ consumption, time to maintenance), road~'8}-s (tra\-ersaJ costS), intersections
(maximum number of \-ehicles. a.!lo\\'f!d at one time), ore piles (quantit)·, grade}, and
crushers (capacity).
2.1.3 Dynamic Scheduling
For high-level task descriptions to be carried out, co-operation is often required
among a fleet of robotic vehicles. Each vehicle's individuaJ duties are determined
by a scheduler, whose plans are the result of constraints provided by the resource
description applied to the high-level task descriptions. The scheduler can be thought
of as a. coach that formulates the plays for the team to carry out. The work sched-
ules may need lo be altered if !;Qrnething goes wrong with the robots or with the
surroundings (c.g. a blocked pathway), which efJoctively changes the resource de-
scription. Work re-allocation is to be done dynamically (as the task is underway), to
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prevent all of the dispatched vehicles from having to be recalled.. Dynamic Schedul-
ing is II. major feature of the general fra.me....urk, and is paralllount when dealing with
reaJ- ....-orid automation problems.
2.1.4 Discrete Event Control
Once the work duties alld pltths haw been allocated to ca.ch \·ehicle, the vchicles need
their plalls coordinated, and this ill dOlJe using the discrete event controller (DEC).
The DEC is a centrlllized controller that minimizes inter-robot communications,
and tberefore increases the scalability of the control frame'l\"Ork. By using Petri-net
form.alisnLS to model resources BJ:ld tasks, multi-vehicle coordination can be achie-.-OO
so that traffic deadlock and \"Chicle collisions can be a\"Oided_ The DEC monitors
task completions and sends signals for the ex.ecution of tbe next task. Task-Ie\'el
control signals tell the vehicles what task to perform and wben to perform it, but
docs not give details of how the task is carried out, as that information is part of
the vehicle's on-board intelligence. This abstraction reduces the number of discrete
events that nero to be coordinated and gives flexibility to the designer of the robolic
vehicle control system 011 how to carry out specified tasks. Each vehicle used in this
frlLllIework must be able to accept these lask-level control signals and carry them
Ollt.
2.1.5 Mobile Robots
For industrial purpo6eS, these mobile robot/> would actually be mining \'ehicles
relro6tt.ed with onboard machine intelligence and sensors, but are abstracted in
this framework simply 11& mobile devices that can accept task-level signals from the
DEC aud return progress signals. The \\"Ork presented in this thesis fits into this
category by prmiding a mobile robotic platform (MRP) onto which additions and
modifications can be made to create a mobile robot suited for the t8.$ks desired by
the system designer.
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2.1.6 Human-Machine Interface
One key 8.'l5Uffiption in this group robotic system is that complete automation is not
a reasonable expectation given the current level of technology. HowcV{!r, it is fair to
expect the system to run moot of the time in automatic mode, but in case the system
cannot resolve 8. situation th~ll a human opcrntor will be alerted and will manually
remotely operate (teleoperalc) the vehicle or \'chicles until the system can carry Oli in
automatic mode. Therefore, 8. human~machilJe interfllCe (HMI) is an integral part of
the general framC\l>wk. The liMI ....ill OOIl\1!y pertinent environmental infonnatioll to
the human operator, including camera vieu'S, CODlpl'lSS headings, vehicle tilt.. readings,
fuel levels, speeds, \'ebicular distance from obstacles, and foroe feedback responses.
The HMI oould also include input mechanisms such as joysticks, mice recognition,
gB2:e tr&cldng, and standard keyboard and mouse input&.
2.1. 7 Chapter Summary
Automation of complex operations, such as those in an underground mine, arc solved
by using a control architecture that divides the automation problem lllto more man-
ageable subproblems. The General Framework for CI'OUP Robotics presents a design
pattern by which the o\'erall automation problem can be divided llnd conquered. In
addition to outlining subsystems for pure automation l, the framework alloW! hu-
man inten'ention to occur in scenarios where pure automation may fail. This group
robotic control architecture is also meant to be largely independent of indh'idual
robot.. design specifics, thllS giving latitude to t~ kiuds of mobile robot designs that
can be used. Examples of mobile robot designs ace presented iu the next chapter,
with the intent.. of incorporating beneficia.! ideas into the design of a mobile robot
platform for the ISLab's research cndeavors.
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Chapter 3
Review of Related Work
Every mobile robotic platform b comprised of t.",'O major subsystclll!J: the physical
mobile base and the associated control system. Sillcc tile motivation of this project
was to create an ~'IRP that would operate indoors wid outdoors and be able to
operate in natural and artifictol terrains, it was decided that the literature search for
this project be focused on all-terrain MRPs. This chapter presents a brief overview of
commercially 8\'ai.lable mobile robotic platforms as well as lIoll-CCImmerciai platforms
developed in other research laboratories, with the focus being kept on the physkaJ
mobile base. Since the details of robotic control systems \'&r)' from implementation
to implementation, a background on robot control architeetUIt:ti ....ill be presented
instead in order to TeloW common ideas and techniques used to d(!\--elop mobile
robotic platforms.
3.1 Commercial Mobile Robotic Platforms
Modern roboticll research requires computer systems to perform environmental data
processing, motion control, and communication functions, all of which can be
computer-intensive. In the past it was not unCOlllffiotl to see multiple computers
interconnected 011 the robot itsel[, with each computer dedicated to a specific func-
tion. SystclTUI created in this fllShion were task-specific b)' n&ture, requiring spe-
ci&lized hardware configurations depending on what the robot design was mcant to
accomplish. Therefore, researchers devored much of their tilllo toward building spe-
cialized computer configurations, resulting in designs of oue-of·a-kind robots More
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recentl)·, as COlUpUtatiOIW po..-er has rontinu&lly become less expensh-e, and as com-
puters themsehu ha\-e become more of a commodity it.eln than a specialt.y item,
8fl indi....idual off-the-shell computer syotem is now capable of perfonning all neces-
6llf)' robotic computational duties, and configuration!l can be adjusted in llOnV.'1lre.
With this advancement in computer technDlog)', some companies ba....e identified and
filled a business niche by creating generic mobile robotic platforms speciall)' targeted
tov.-ard robotic;; researchers who can then tailor these systems to their liking and
This section will describe some of the all-terrain MRPs that are commercially
available, as well !IS name the research institutions who have used them.
3.1.1 K-Team
K-Team is a oompa,ny that grew out of the Swiss F'ederaJ Institute of Technology of
Lal1S8Ilne's Resca.rch Centre in Mobile Robotics. The COlllpMy designs and manu-
factures small mobile robotic platfonn!l used for research, education, Md e~n en-
tenaiIUllent purpose!l. K-Team makes a number of different types of mobile robotic
platforms, including the Koala all-terrain platform 1291. The Koala is touted as a
mid-sized robot able to perform complex UlSks in rea!-\Iiorld envirolmJent.'>. It has
a footprint of only 30cm by 30 em, essentially keeping \\ithin Ihe 'toy-robot' cate-
gory, but it is modular by design, and is capable of interfacing with six ultrasonic
5e1l9OJS, a 500- by 582-pixcl p&n/tilt camera, a v.irelcss R$-232 modem, a 4000mAh
battery, and can be used \\ith SJe\-eral software de\-elopment environments such as
C, LabView, and MATLAB. Modular hardware design and ready-made software de-
velopment kits are both selling points for the K~Team robots, and for the Koala in
particular.
3.1.2 ActivMedia Robotics
Acti\'Media Robotics describes itself as "a robotics manufacturer, systems integrator
and (producer) of affordable, Ilscllblc intelligent mobile robot.s" j301. Sl>ecializing in
robots both larger and more rugged thaJl the K-TeaJlI products, robotics researchers
find ActivMcdia. robots quite appealing, especially iu Pioneer 2-AT platform[311.
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Figure 3.5: Pioneer 2-AT [2]
Marketed as an all-terrain robot, the Pioneer 2-AT is a fouHvheel differentially-
driven robot having over 250 Watt·llOurs of battery power, that can operate au-
tonomously using its PCj104-compatible on-board computer, and that can carry
payloads of up to 30kg.
3.1.3 iRobot
Founded by Rodney Brooks (MIT Arlificiallntelligence Laboratory) and two of his
former students, Colin Angle and Helen Greiner, iRobot recently combined with the
creators of research robotic platforms, Real World Interfaces (RWI). The all-terrain
robots made by iRobot are the ATRV, ATRV-Jr., and ATRV-Mini, and are intended
to enable robotics research to move from the lab out into the field [32]. These
platforms cost tens of thousands of dollars, but are rugged and well-equipped.
Before RWI joined with iRobot, R\V1 sold their all-terrain robot as model ATRV-
2. Since the late 1990's, the Perception and Robotics Laboratory at Ecole Polytech-
nique has used an ATRV-2 robot as their experimental robotics platform, which they
use to study path planning and robotic control in dynamic environments [33][34]. It
was their use of this ATRV-2 platform which motivated the Intelligent Systems group
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to commission the creation of its own, but less COlit1y, mobile robotic platform.
3.1.4 Applied AI Systems
Ba.sed out of Ouawll, Canada, Applied Al Systems creates their own line of mobile
robotic platforms 85 y,-eU as distributes K-Team and iRobot platfonns [35J. Among
AAI's robots is the GAlA-la Autonomous Indoor/Outdoor Mobile Platfonn, and
the LA.BQ..-2 large-payload platfonn, both of which run on a ~lotorola 68332 32-
bit microcontroller. As 9.-ell, AAI sells its TAQ..{i Intelligent Wheelchair Base (whidl
a1so uses a MOl.orola 6&332 miCTOCOlItroller), targeted toward re'iCarch in autonomous
wheelchair design.
3.2 Research Laboratory Robot Vehicles
The robotic vehicles presented in this section predate the commercial platforms p~
Bellted in the last section, but that is not to say that commercial robot platforms
are a new phenomenon. In the 1980's, the now-defunct Denning Mobile RobotiC!!
company provided platfomlS that 9.llre used by researchers at Carnegie ~Iellon Uni-
versity, Georgia Tech, and even the United States M.ilitaryl36J. However, these .".-ere
not all-terrain vehicles, and therefore researchers who required robots with all-terrain
handling had to create these themselves.
3.2.1 SARGE
De\--eloped for the United Slates' Department of Defense by Sandia National Labora.-
tories, the Surveillance and Rcconnaissanoe Ground Equipment (SARGE) robot was
originally designed for direct leleoperation on the battlefield, but has since included
the use of vision systems and navigational algorithms, permitting a le'-el of robot
autonomy [37J (Bee figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.6: SARCE [3]
3.2.2 CyberATV Platform
As prut of their CybcrScolit project, researchers at Carnegie-Mellon University
(eMU) created an all-terrain robot to enha.nCil their research ill perception, navi-
gation, path pll\.llning, vehicular control, I\.lld distributed agent-based collaboration,
within tbe context of Il\.lld·based military mobile robotics [38]. The CyberATV WIIS
made by retrofitting a collunercially+anUlllble ATV with electromecl:uulleal control
actuators and agasoline-po'Y.ered electric generator, and by adding a two-tiered com-
puter system: the first tier being a PC/I04 computer for '-ehicle mntrol, and the lleC-
ond tier being a group of three PC's responsible for communications, planning, I\.lld
perception. A full sensor suite, including Global Positioning System (CPS) recei\~rs
and pan/tilt e&mer&'l were part of each vehicle. T"u of these CyberATV platforms
were built (named Lewis M<1 Clark, after the famolls Americl\.ll explorers).
3.2.3 Tin Man
Designed and build by the KISS lustitute for Practical Robotics (KIPR), the Tin
Man and Tin Man n are both power wheelchairs that hll\'e been modified in order to
soh~ problems in 8SSisth~ robot.ics [39]. These modified wheelchairs make it easier
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Figure 3.7: ~Ley,'is" the CybcrATV (41
for seriousl)' disabled people to mO\~ around in the wheelchair since there is a le\ocl
of navigational autonomy and 8BSisth-e steering built in.
3.2.4 Wheelesley
Researcher HoUy Yanco worked on creating the \Vheelesley robotic power wbeelchair
85 ber Ph.D. topic. Wheelesley (named after Wellesley College, where the project.
originated) used KIPR's Tin Man modified wheelchair 88 it.s base (see figure 3.8),
and added specialized user interfaces !nrited for people with motor skill disabilities.
Designed to operate semi-autonomously in indoor and outdoor environments, Whee-
lesley operates in three modes: the first mode is direct joystick colltrol (i.e. normal
power wheelchair operation), the second mode is joystick control with automatic ob-
stacle avoidance, and the third mode is control through sp(!(:ialized user interfaces
I<lOj.
Figure 3.8: Tin Man Pmver Wheelchair BIWl [51
3.2.5 The Wheelchair Project
Carnegie-Mellon Unh'ersity's "Wheelchair Project", led by Dr. nIail !\ourba.khsh, is
II. robot based 011 8. po",,:er-wheelchair, wboseoverall goal is to na\'igate autonomously
ill both indoor and outdoor environments. The power wheelchair used for this project
was the Tin Man wheelchair, acquired from KTPR (800 figure 3.8), and incorporates
sdditK>nal sensors into the wheelchair, with a vision system being the primary geI\5Ol"
used in navigation [411. The project is meant to be soh'f!d in stages, from initially
having a wheelchair tbat can be given a general direction of travel and automatically
a\'Oid obstacles, to a wheelchair that can be gi~ a high-le\1l1 goal (i.e. 'go to the
coffee room') and take care of tbe navigation completely on its own.
3.2.6 NavChair
University of Michigan researcher Dr Johann Borenstein, well-known for !ill work
011 mobile robot llfwigation Sy6teITUi, is involved in an assistive robotics project called
NavChail'. Using a po"1lr wheelchair as a base, and additionl\lly equipped with I:lo ring
of ten Polaroid ultrasonic sensors, the Na.vChair uses (LI1 obstacle-avoidance technique
called the "Vector Field Histogram" (VFH) to assist severely disabled people with
the wheelchair navigation. Borenstein has noted lhat dead-reckonillg techniques on
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Figure 3.9: NavCbair [61
power Vi"heelchair ba8es are not. '"ef). effective, Md while t.bis may pose problems for
robot. localization, it is not problematic for obstacle-avoidance [42] (see figure 3.9).
3.3 Mobile Robot Control Architectures
The hlUdware aspects of robot. design are important, but they only a.ffect the brawn
and agility of the physical system. Tbe importance of a robot's intcUigence, though
less obvious w the e6llual onlooker, is equally important to the overall design. Having
already reviewed examples of physical designs in the previous section, this section
discusses some robot control areWtcctures that have been suggl'Stcd by researchers
in robotiClJ and artificitll intelligence.
Robot control (l1"{;Ju/.e(;ture: Pattern of design that guides the construc-
tion of robot control systems using a collection of oonunon hardware and
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software building blocks and techniques.
Bcfore deciding all a robol. control architecture, existing archit.ectures werc ex-
amined for their benefits and drawbacks. An overview of tlle major architectural
groups are described below.
3.3.1 Robotic Control Spectrum
Mobile robotics began as !.be physkal lll3nifelltation of artificial intelligence (AI).
Since the previous section discussed some of the ph)"8ica1 designs done to date, Lhis
section will address the intelligent portion of MRPs. Traditionally, Al researchet3
bclie\w that computers could be used to perform decision-making tasks normally
performed by humans. This approach became known as deliberative control, and
'01'88 the basis for machine intelligence throughout the 1960s a.nd 1970s [7]. It has
only been since the mid 1980& that an alternate control scheme came into being,
namely reactive control, which ....'88 designed to combine multiple sel150fS together
and as a siJe..effect, produce tbe correct sctioos (or the given situation 1431 (44). Each
of tbe abm-e control paradigms sit at extreme ends of what ClUI be considered to be
a robotic control spectrum, and hybrid control architectures for mobile robots faJl
somewhere between these two extremes
3.3.2 Deliberative Control
Also known by the acronyrru; SCR (Sense-Calculate-React), SPA (Sense-Plan-Act),
or SMPA (SeIlSeoModel-Plan-Act), delibemtivc systems usually first sense the envi-
ronment of operation, create or refine an internal model using new geQl;(lr readings,
compute a plan bAAed on the sensor readings pos6ibly combined v.;th a perfonna.nce
cost function, and finally embark on the planned journey within the environment.
For many years, this w&'> the ....·ay that mobile robot control was approachOO, as ",..as
showcased by pionccring mobile robots Shake)'l (45] and the Stanford Cart' [46].
\Vhile this approach was sUCCC&lfut i.n research laboratories, it had its failings when
applied to real-II/arid situatiollS. The key assumption when using deliberative control
lShakeyWQd4n-e1oped by N"ilaJ. Nil8lloll in d>t: late 1960Il at St.anford lkoeelllcblnstitute(SIU).
~The Stanford Cart ""All de\yloped by HII"" P_ Morll\-.
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is that the environment is static in terlllS of the robots sense-plan-ad. cycle. That is,
the environmental characteristics sell.'led lIJ"e a5l'lumed be the SAme when the plan is
enacted some time later. The grand~ the plan, or the greater the number of inputs
to process, the more the elaptlOd time between sensing and acting, and the less likel}'
the original assumption would hold. Further complicating matters for the delibera-
tive controller is that reaJ·~'Orld robots are non-holonomi<:. The robot has d)'namic
linlitations, and its ITIO\-ement through the environment can affect the dynamics of
the environment that it is trying to measure and base plans upon. E,,-ell if the above
problems can be aVQided, the computational resources, both in term of CPU c)'cles
and IllemOr)' resources ill which to calculate and store the model of the environ-
ment (often called the WQrld model) can be very delllanding, and suffers frolll the
so-called Cl.ll'llC of dimensionality whereby each new feat.ure added to the world model
exponentiall)' puts more demand ou computational resources. Deliberative coutrol,
however, computes answers to situational problems, aud this computation enables
more efficieut plans than might otherv.'1se be poesible. The benefits and drawbacks
of deliberathoe control include:
Benefits:
• Useful for structured predictable environments
• Sees the big picture and can optimize plans
• Flexible and adaptable in strateg}'
Drawbacks:
• Not suited for dynamic, unpredictable environments
• Complltatiollally intensive, not suited for real-time control
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Figure 3.10: Reactive ~Braitcnberg" Vehicles in Different Configure.tiollS F'igure
ooapted from (7).
3.3.3 Reactive Control
'This type of control is 8Q outgrowth of traditioual control Sylltem engineering whereby
the sensors are coupled \'e)' cloeel)' with actuators. foregoing My explicit oompu·
tation stage but resulting in \'ef)' fast reactions to the dynawics of the environ-
ment. Early examples of robots the.t used reaeti\'E! control are W. Grey Walter's
tortoise (1953), and Valentino Braitenburg's collection of "'ehicles (1984), dubbed by
researchers at MIT &8 Braitcnburg Vehicles (see figure 3.10).
These robots were designed with multiple concurrently-running motor control
systems that, whell combined, produced a seemingly synergistic behavior known as
all 'emergent behavior'. A hallmark of reacti\'e systems is that they do not build up
IUl internal model of the environment in order to ad. While this aspect remits ill
system inflexibility once a robot is built, the payback is tlmt the robot does Hot spend
its time in a. computational daydream when faced with 9Omcf.il1les·perilous changes
in the environment where it is situated. Before the mid 1980s, robots that used
reactive control often "''ere difficult to build in a. way that would produce a desired
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and somewhat predictable emergent behavior. This '1,,88 because of the complex
inteJpllly of the many concurrent contro1system dynamiCli that caused this emergent
behavior. ~-nT researcher Rodney Brooks provided a way of 8ellSibly and intuitively
assembling these multiple control systems 80 that they would do the bidding of !.heir
designer_ Published as the SubswnptiOll Architecture (1986), Brooks prioritized
gelUJOry inputs, whereby the most highly prioritized input would take precedence
and dictate what action the robot carried out 1441. Us.ing a system of prioritized
inputs and circuitry that could inhibit oompeting actuation signals or suppress (and
replace) signals, the subsumptioli architecture provided a way of designing rcactiVl!
robot control to achieve desired behaviors. The benefits and drawbacks of reactive
control include:
Benefits:
• Responds quickly t.o avoid problems when operating in an unstructured, dy-
namic environment
Drawbacks:
• Una'VI-are of the O\'er&il problem or goal
• Not .".-eIJ~suited to operate in struet.ured em;,rOllments
• Can get caught in oeciIIatory actioll9
• Neither flexible nor adaptable in strategy
3.3.4 Hybrid Control
Both deliberativc control and reactivc control have advantsLgCS worth exploiting when
designing mobile robots. Ideally, a mobile robot would be intclligCJlt enough to create
and follow through \\ith a 10llg-tcrm plan while remaining quick and nimble enough to
react to any unforeseen ch8.11gCS in its environment. Nature provides ma.ny examples
of tbe \'8l)ing behavioral mixes in animal beha\'ior, ranging from predominantly reac-
tive to predomina.ntly deliberath:e. Flies, for example, are \'ery reactive in behavior,
while higher animals are lwt as nimble or quick to react, but. are more deliberat.i\-e.
It is from the biological.ly-based obsen.'B1ions and theories put forth by ethologists
that have inspired robotics researchers to adapt these findings to the creation of hy-
brid robot control architectures. These architectUreB are aimilar in that they han~
both reacth-e and delibcrath-e control oomponenb, as well 88 a strueture to mediate
between the t""'O control extremes. The challenge of developing a hybrid architecture
is to strike the right balanoo between reacti\"(~ and deliberalh'e components, Arkin's
'Autonomous Robot Architecture' (AuRA) [47], Gat's 'A Three-Layer Architecture
for Navigating Through Intricate SitllatiOI15' (ATLANTIS) architecture [48], and
Connell's 'Serllo-Subsumption-Symbolic' (SSS) architecture [49] arc all examples of
hybrid robot control architectures.
3.3.5 The Intelligent Systems Laboratory's Hybrid Archi-
tecture
The ISLab at C-CORE, Memorial Uni\-ersity, has been developed with the focus of
providing semi-autonomous control of underground mining vehicles. The architecture
has been giVeD. the ...mlcing name, General Framework for Group Robotics and falls
under the classification of a Hybrid Control Architecture. As ....;th most hybrid
architectures, the ISLab architecture has three major layers:
• Dcliberath-e Layer (High-Level Thsk Description / Resource Daicription / Dy-
namic Scheduler)
• Sequencing Layer (Discrete E\-eDt Controller using Petri Nettl)
• Controlling La,YCt (Mobile Robotic Platform's Schema-Based Controllcr)
The reactive layer is the schema-bru;ed controller (discu88Cd in more detail in the
next subsection), which makes use of potclltial field caleulntions and vector sum-
mations to negotiate paths ill dynamic environments. This layer is responsible for
carrying out actions issued by thc sequencing layer and reporting any failures. The
sequencing layer lakes a set of road sections, trea.tt1 each section II.'l a resource that is
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shared by mining robots, and ensures that traffic ftOWB smoothly. This layer coordi-
nates the motion of mul~iple robots b}' issuing high-level commands to each robots
controller layer, and any sequencing problems that occur (e.g. deadlock) are brought
to the attention of the deliberath'e layer. The deliberath'e layer is gh-en a map of
the en\;ronment fUld a goal to be reached. From this inforuulIioll, efficient paths
for the mining robots are planned and issued to the sequencing layer. In case of
9Cquencing trouble (which encompasses controller trouble lIS ....'Cll), the deliberative
layer can re-pla.ll paths. In the case where the re-planning algorithms fail, the dl>
liberative layer alerts a human operator who thell attempts to correct the prohlem
manually, using teleoperation if needed. FUrther di'lCussioll about the advantages of
three-layer architectures can be fouod in EranD Cat's pElper titled ~On Three-Layer
Architectures" [431.
3.3.6 Behavior-Based Control Architectures
The lo\\'CSl le\"el of the "General Frame\\'Ork for Group Robotics" I i.e. the "Olntrol-
ling Layer" was described ill the previous sul$x:tion as 'reactive' since that is the
naming scheme Ulllld in diacuasions about throe-layered architectures. However, this
10l"'''-5t le\-el need not be a. stricLly reactive controller; after all, such controllers arc by
definition limited to be strategically inHexible. From the pcrspecthoe of the -Gencuu
FrameVo-ork for Group Robotics" , organizationall}' equh'aicnt yet not stricti}' react.h'e
controlling-layer a.rcbitectures arc the IIe1unWr·ba.Jed control architectures. As stated
by robotic!! researcher Maja Mataric, "The designer- of a behavior based S)'h'1em,
rather than design the system itself, performs the mapping bet....-eel.l the conditiolllS
and the actions" (SOJ. In other \'..ords, instead of being restricted to hard-wiring (or
hard-eoding) stimulus-reaction pairs and blindly rwming them in hopes of achieving
a usefuI emergent behavior (as Vo-ouId be done with purely reactive architectures),
behaviors can be developed by abstracting the connections between perception and
action into meaningful behaviorl\l primitives. Behavior-based architectures group
reactive perception-action OOllllCCtiOIlS into better-understood modules. As a result,
the mystery of 'emergent' behavior is replaced by a more illtelligent and deliberate
design of the robot controller without sacrificing the quicknesa of traditional reactive
architectures. Behavior-based architectures have the following traits:
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• Coupling between perception and action is tight
• The complexities of fonning and using symbolic kIKM'ledge are avoided
• Connol is divided into meaningful beha.vioral units
• Designer has the latitude to decide 00 the granularity of behavioral der:omposi-
tiOIl, on the methods of behavioral fusion, 8Jld bet....-eeJ1 discrete or continuous
""""-
The concept of behavior-based architectures halS bccn adapted from research in
IlcurOBcience (the physiology of the ner~uus system), psychology (the study of thc
'mind' and behavior), and ethology (the study of a.nimal behavior in natural condi-
tions), which is fitting since animals a.re living proof that intclligent motor control
systems exist. These fields of study have propounded theories stating that the brain
is divided into functional modules, with each module being responsible for a specific
behavior. The challeugc is that oJthough behaviors are easily observed, they are not
easily attributed to computational. structures. Researchers tend to explain wims.!
behavior ill hm different IIII-ays: through neural networks, and through scilema thoory.
teural Netv,.·orks
The neural network approach models behaviors as tbe responses generated by highly
interconnected, highly distributed groups of individually simple computation devke8
(i.e. neurons). This approach esseJltially deoomposes behavior with vcry fine granu-
larity. Each simple computation device (called a 'node') can take in multiple input
signals, aggregate this sensory evidence using v.'eighloo additions, and Jll.lLke a deci-
sion (or classification) using threshold CUT\'e5. This technique mimics the way nen.~
cells are operate.
The benefit of this a.pproach is that the topology of a neural network lends itself
to heuristic or fuzzy reasoning. Roboticists and researchers in connectionist AI try
to synthesize behaviors in softw«re agents and in robots by U8ing artificial neural
Iletworks (ANNs), which arc modeled aftel' the connections of nerve cells in 10\\.'er
animals, and can be trnillOO (in some cases) to learn corn.-ct responses to a situ-
ation (I.e. learn be.havioN). An example of ANNs in mobile robotics is Carnegie
Mellon University's 'Autonomous Land Vehicle In a Neural Network' (ALVINN)
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Figure 3.11: Artificial Neural Network (8]
projcct3 [51]. Weitzenfeld and others have also used ANNs to implemellt a robotic
toad's prey acquisition model, which was then incorporated into non-ANN control
system [52]. While artificial neural networks can be useful for robot learning, they
have the following drawbacks:
• Can be complex
• Not suited for direct hardware implementation, so must be calculated itera-
tively in software
• Computationally expellllivc (as a result of the above point)
• Effective training of ANNs is a research area unto itself
• 'Opaque': The experience of such an ANN is cryptically embodied in its topol-
ogy, structure, weights, and thresholds. They compute reactions, hut not ncc-
essarily in a.ll intuitive ma.nner
JTbe ALVL'iN project is essentially a trained machine vision system that is given II 3fu;32 pixel
illlllge811do\ltp\ltsasteeringdirectiongr8.dedfrolllleftt.orightinthirtyd~eincrelllelltil
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Schema Theory
An alternative to the fine-grained connectionist. AI approach is to use schema theory.
Decompo!!ing behaviors into modules ....ith a far CO&l'lIef granularit)· than ANNs,
schema theory categorizes sensory perception as inputs into ",-ell-defined behavioral
modules called schemM, with each module running concurrent to each oth.er.
Schema.: the bask unit of behavior from which complex actions can be
constructed [71.
Schema theory has the benefit of giving the robot designer control over how to
subdivide robotic behaviors into schemas. and puts no restriction 011 how the modules
should be implemented or combined. In fact, some researchers have implemented
behavioral modules Ilsing simple ANNs [52J [531154], while others ha.ve used more
trooitional programming methods for schema implementation [441.
Subsumption Architecture
The fir:st widely recognized IDO\OC towards behavior-based control architectures in
robotics was the 'SubsumptioD Architecture' proposed by Rodney A. Brooks of
MIT, in 1986 [44J. Subsumption controllers made use of behaviorally-specific re-
actiw modules, assigned a fixed priority level. to each module in terms of O\"Crall
behavioral importance, I\lId fused the output behaviors of these modules by ha\-ing
the highest-priority beha\1.or beoome the OW)' output behavior through suppressing
Ietier behaviors and even inhibiting certain system inputs. This type of behavioral
fusion used makes the subswnplion architecture It. behaviorally competitive architec-
ture.
Motor Schema Architecture
Motor Schemas proposed by Ronald C. Arkin [7] also made use of behaviorally-
specific modules but, unlike the Sllbsumptioll architecture, made no mention of the
modules being only reactive, a.lld took a cooperative ra.ther thall competitive ap-
proach to bchavioml fusion. Sillce the behavioral modules (i.e the schema.~) output
n:ctors corresponding to the strength and type of actions to be taken. cooperath'e
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Figure 3.12: Su!.lo;umptioll Structure. Figure adapted from [71.
fusion was achieved by summing: and normAlizing these vectors to crea.te actions for
the robot, to execute.
Motor schemas have the following properties:
• Peroeptiol1ll (perceptual schemas) can be derived from a single sensor or from
the fusion of multiple !lel1.'j()('S
• Pen:eptual 6Chemas can be recursively defined oYer other pefoeptual schemas
• Behaviors are computed by motor schemas, each of which requires at least one
perceptual input
• l\Iotor scbelnss ron concurrent to each other
• Behavioral fusion is achie\1ld through \'eCtor addition and normalization
The fact that the outputs of the motor schemas are vectors permits the robot
designer to model behavior8 in terms of potential fields. The motor schema con-
troller does not internally represent or calculate potential field.!!, bUl field diagrams
help designers visualize the effects of combined motor behaviors. Examples of this
visualization technique nrc shown in figures 3.14, 3.15, 3.W, 3.17, and 3.18.
One well-documcutl'<!. drawback of using summed potcntifll fields when fllsing
behaviors together is that there can exist local mizlima in the SlUnmL'Cl field that can
~ibl)' trap the robot at such locations, either causing lUI overdamped robot to halt,
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SensOl'$ Motor schlmaS
.
.
PS-perceptuelschema
PSS - P8IcepnJa! stbschema
MS - motor schema
ES - trMronmenl sensors
Figure 3.13: Motor Schema. Structure. Figure adapted from [7J.
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Figure 3.14: Attractaut Field - Go Towards Goal [71
Figure 3.15: Avoidance Field ~ A~·oid Obstacle [7)
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Figure 3.16: Path Field - Stay 01.1 Path [71
Figure 3.17: Summed Fields Overall Motion Guidance Field [7J
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Figure 3.18: Random Noise Field [1]
or causing an underda.lllped robot to get caught in an 08cillatory path. To avoid this
"local minimum trap~ problem, Borenstein [55) proposed to monitor the difference
bet"'~n the robot's iustalltalleous beading and the bearing towards the goal, and
if these differed by more than ninety degrees, theu the pot.cntial fields would be
ignored and a wall-followiJlg behavior ",'OUld take 0\0Cf. Arlrin [7) proposed another
approach whereby a random-process field be added into the !SUmmed potential field
so as to break lip the fonl'l8tWn of local minima in fixed plaoes. The random-process
approach fits bener into motor schema theory, but Borenstein's trap detection test
could be used to modulate behaviors, as will be di~lSSed in the next subsection.
Behaviors Modulated by Intention
While subsumption architectures fuse behaviors by lIsing 0. pure arbitration (winner.
takes-all) approach, And motor schema architectures fuse behaviors by Ilsing 1I0r·
llltl.1ized summatiOIl of vectors, these fusions are determined Ilbcad of time by the
desi.guer and arc eXI>ect.ed to operate in various environments with equal ease. Yet
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it stands to reason that one behavioral 'mix' may IIo'Ork better than another behav-
ioral mix in a given situation. Instead of designing a robot ....;th a fixed behavioral
mix, using different behavioral mixes (0£ different situations could result in better
perfunnlUlce over & lIo'ider range of situations.
This concept C8ll be staled as the modulation of behavior by intention. In other
...;onE, depending on what the robot's intentions are (e.g. to get to a goal, or to go
along a corridor), the setting of behavioral gains (in the case of motor schemas) can
be made to best suit the run-time requirements of the robot.
A.!I mentioned in the p~eviou.s subsection, Borenstein's method of avoiding local
minima traps is to lllonitor the disparity between instautanl'OuS heading and bearing
towards the goaL When the disparity exceeds a set 31110unt, the behavioral mix is
changed (Le. the bchaviol'8 are modulated) to follow walls instead of reulaill with a
problematic behavioral mix. 0nce the local minimum trap is avoided, the oehavioral
mix can revert to the original sctting:li to best carryon the robot's intentions. Unlike
the subsumption archite<:tnte which has a predefined behll.\;oral hierarchy, motor
8Chemas modulated by intentions can provide a very tlcxible archil.ect.ure more likely
to be successful 0\'eI" a wide set of situations
3.4 Chapter Summary
Mobi~ robots for research were historically made by researchers themseh--es, due to
the specialized nature of oomputefS in the past. With the commoditization of oom-
puter systems and the reduced cost of computational po'oIoW, oommercially a\'B.ilable
robots have appeared, ranging from small toy-like dcvioes to rugged and poYo--erful
bases equipped "';th state-of-the-art sensor teclmologies. Despite the a\1Ulability of
ready-made robots, researchers still choose to build their own roboLs, often to auto-
wate existing vehicles or to avoid paying premiums on prt!fabricated robots. Among
thO!:le who make their own rugged mobile roboLs, powered wheelchairs are a popular
base on which to build them.
Robot intelligcnce and control is accomplished in 80hwarc more often than by
using hard-v.;rc<l circuitry, and much work has OOcn done in a.rtificial intelligence as
applied to robotics. A range of robot control Ilrchitocturt'S exist, from reflcx-based
reactive architectures to highly computational ddibemtwe architectures and hyorid
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architecture!! in bc~"""eCn
The a.vailable options for both a robot '8 physical system and its control sys~Ctn
present a wide array of choices to the prospective robot designer. To make a wise
choice among all the po!>Sibilitie6, design specifications first must be established. The
specificatiollS for the lSLab's mobile robotic platform are thererore presented in the
next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Specification and Design
The reasons for developing a mobile robot hase wcre that the existing toy chassis
robots were insufficiently equipped due to their small size to carry si7.cable pay]ollds,
to operate for long periods of time, or to be equipped with all the sensors 8ml
manipulators desired on a mobile robot. This project's design has alv.·ays been
referred to as 8. 'base' because it is meant to be augmented with additional sensors
and manipulators in a modular fashion to be useful for a number of robotic research
pursuits, especially rescarcb in autonomous control of mobile robots.
Although the robot has been developed to fit into a group robotic system, de-
sign of tbe robot itself is not simply concerned with artificial intelligence program-
ming, but is All exercise ill system engineering, dra....1ng upon aspects of mechanical
engineering, electrical engiueering, software design, as wdl as artificial intelligence
programming.
4.1 Motivation
From l'iurking on B/lpects of the SMARr robotics project. the ISLab was aware
of the research being conducted in the PercepUon aud Robotics laboratory at teole
Polytechnique ill MOlltreal, Canada. As well as using miniature robots, the Molltreal
researchers used a com.mcrcinlly available all-terrain robot for conducting research
ill planning for and controlling autonomous robotic vehicles. The robot that the
Ecole Polytecllllique researcherll used was an ATRV-2 wheeled robot with differential
steering, C06tiJlg over sixty thoUS8lld Canadian doll8T'S [56J.
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The ISLab ~'lUlted t ....,o roOOrs with similar capabilitietl to the ATRV·2 but having
a target C06t of between fi~ thousand and seven thousand Canadian dollars cacho
Since no rugged robots Y.."ere available at this price it was decided to build the robots
in-house. The overall goal of the project was to develop a mobile robot / sensory
platform tlUl.t would be use<! to advance the SMART project by providing a more
realistic expericllce of tele-operation and remote sensing, as well as to provide means
for developing and testing semi-autonomous robot behavior.
4.2 Requirements
The original requirements of the MRP focused on providing a platform that .....ould
mO\"e a suite of sensors arowld an environment in order to feed back data to 8
remote hwnan operator. 'The ability to change the collection of sensors for different
measuring purposes led to an early decision to make the MRP modular so these
changes could be made simply. Since the design focus was toward robotic motion and
perception, design considerations regarding remote handling capabilities, nAvigation,
and mapping became secondary issues.
The requirements were divided into six categories: l>erformancc, electromechani-
cal, sensory, COlIullullicational, computational, amI safety.
4.2.1 Performance Requirements
The following design guidelines Y..~re meant to provide au O\'t!ra1l performance expec-
talion range for the ~fRP. The MRP was required to perfoml
• Indoor operation (e.g. along flat, open surf3Q!S and connecting corridonl l
• Outdoor operation (e.g. over une\'t!ll terrain, over smal1 rocks and curb&, ma:<-
imum slope of 30" for the base without payload)2
• Speeds from 0 to 3 IIl/S 3
'CQrridOl'5shouldbe/l.l.le/llit 1..5", ,,;dc, excluding doorways wbichare typiCl'llly IwwWe
3Th" maximum slope of 30° was ch08cn IlIi " guide to elllure sufficient motor po....er, not to
indicate maximum slope bo!fore tipping (which "Vuld "ary dl..opcnding On how payloads would affect
the balle's center of gra'·i~y)
~ 3 m/s ,peed limil was set all a precaut.ion to r>tnnit sullic;"nt deceleration time / braking
'0
4.2.2 Electromechanical Requirements
These rcquirement.s outline the necessities for the hulk of the l\·IRP's construction·
the chassis, motor, gearing, and steering system. The tenn electromechQniall was
used since electrical motors were more appropriate for indoor use than fume-ernitting
combustion engiues. Requirements for this category were tha.t the MRP:
• Be able to withsta.nd a 20cm "ertical drop (e.g. a drop off of n ll\fge sidewalk
curb) without encounteriug major dam.age
• Have 8 turning radiU5 of at most 50an to be able to p3SS unimpeded through
most indoor corridors while travelling in the forward direction.
• Have battery-poIIo'ered electric drh'e motors for untethered and emission-free
operation
• Pre\'ent from moving when not p<:m'eTCd, unless the prC'o'entath'e mechanism
has been willfully disengaged.
• Have batteries that ea.n be recharged IlSillg standard AC mains source;.
• Have motor cOlllrollcrs capable of producing s~.J variations in grildatioll5 of
at least 1% of the maximullI vehicle speed, to respond fluidly to teltlO(>Cro.tive
signals.
4.2.3 Sensory Requirements
The sensors are of great imponance to the development of the ~IRP since they
capture information necessary for robot navigation and map-building, but also collect
data to aid in remote exploration and robotic proces8 automation, such as the kinds
mentioned in the SMART proposa.! [20].
The llCttSOfS related to the final robotic applications will change depending on the
application, but the supporting sensors that allow for ~HlP navigation Md teleop-
emtion llIust be developoo first. The supporth1j senson; therefore take precedence
over the application-specific sensors in this design.
disUUlceoflll00kg\"ehicle,gi\'elJtllll~therlWgea.ndrell<:tiontilUeofobli\.3ClellenSQf'lalldll~i,,&
was to be determined. Tbis O(l.llller\"1lli\'1l upper~ limit WllIl not ba..ed On~r limitlltiOl1ll of
tbedriwmoWrl
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The foUO\\ing sensory requirements include:
• Proximity sensors to detect. obstacles and path boundaries
• Inclinometers to warn of tippillg hazards
• Digitally-interfaced battery level monitor
• Camera-based vision system to aid in robot nnvigation
4.2.4 Communicative Requirements
For the ~IRP to operate ",'ithin the GencraJ Fnuncv.'Ork for Gronp Robotics in &II
untetbered manner the following communication requirements 'ol,ere set:
• Wireless Ethernet .....ith a range of at least 300 meters (Ethernet being the mOISt
common and ....-ell·supported network trtlIlSport la}-er, and 300 meters being the
longest point-ta-point distance likely to be encountered in an indoor laboratory
setting).
• Minimum bandwidth of I Mbps for teleoperation and sensory feedlmck, ex-
cluding live video streaming
• Preferable bandwidth of 11 Mbps to allow for live video streaming
• Optioual but prefcrable POA (hand-held peJ"8Oua! digital assistant) interface
for quick \-ehicle diagnostics and simple oOOne vehicular cootrol
4.2.5 Computational Requirements
For the MAP's onboard computer to be able to c:<ecute motion control soft\lo'8re
(including scnsory data processing and motor control processing), application-spl:(:ific
software (including video image processing), and communication processes, a PC-
bnseo:! system w&; desired. This system w&; to be implemcuted Il.S a module which
eQuid be easily upgraded or repla.ccd i.n future h'lRP revisions, aud be easily poweroo
from electric battery sources. The requirements therefore werc'
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• ~liniature and modular PCoompatible computer system (Pentium grade or
higher) v.ith a. high-speed bus available for lh-e iilll.lge capture
• Video capture hardwa.re (also called a Frome Grabber Card)
• Data acquisition hardware for collecting sensor inputs and providing motion
control outputs
4.2.6 Safety Requirements
The battery-powered rugged MRP was expected to have an apprmtimate mass of
75kg, and such a m8S5ive platform lr8\'dling u!>"-ard of 3 mj, v.uuld ha\-e sufficient
momentum to incur physical damage if it lost control and oollided with an object.
To avoid such a scenario these safety requirements were established:
• Large onboard push-button kill switch
• Ejectronic kill switch triggered automatically in case of a software fault
• Visual beacon to a1en bystanders of the MRP being in operation
• Switchable beeper which could be enabled os an extra lcvel of precaution
4.3 Specifications
Based on the MRP requirements identified in the previous sections, a further level
of detail was spoci6ed. The MRP specifications were split into t'AU paris: electrome-
chanical design and controller design. Siooe the specificat.ion of the electromechanical
portion ....'88 deemed as the mo6t difficult part, it "36 specified first and ....'88 follO'\'OO
by the oolltroUer specification, aDd this section is presented in the same order.
4.3.1 Electromechanical Design
The tosk of specifying the electromechallical portion of the !\IRP required clc<:tric
drive components to be sized, which further required estimates of vehicle weight and
frictional force; to calculate power requirements for MRP motion. These require-
ments ill turn .....ould refine the \ochide estimstes, and this estimation process .....ould
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iterate until the estimates geemed to match available electromechanical component
descriptions.
Element&ry \--wide designs 1J\-ere done in order to ~t a better seIlge of the specifi-
cations needed for the actual electromechanical design, A few vehicle configurations
were propo6ed early in the design cyde. One important property was that tbe config-
urations be modular since modularity was considered essential to the robot's future
usefulness.
Custom In-House Design
There always was the option to build a mechl.Ulicai base rather than buy one com-
mercially. This had the advantage of being able to concentrate costs on what was
deemed important, rather than be bound by the choices or colluncrcial designers.
This alternative was more engineering·intcllSiW: and since there was no local exper-
tiBe on designing such mechanical systems, educated guesses would need to be made
regarding perfonnauce specificatiolls and projoct timelines.
An elementary design was completed with analyses of electric motor requirements,
mechanical frame and suspension properties and coml>oucnts, a.nd vehicular layout,
with consultation from an electric vehicle specialist o\"(~r telephone and fax [57]. In
brief, the following requirements were established:
• 24 volt direct current electrical system (safe terminal voltage)
• Two low-voltage DC motors, each having a maximum rating of at least 750W
• Rubber drive .....heels, 4{1 em in diameter
• Fixed~ratio motor gearbox, delivering high·torque (o\1!r ISO N·m) low revohl-
tion (under SO RPM) performance
• Anticipated vehicle ltl!1S8 of 70 kg
• MaximuTIl pa.yload IIISSS of 'J5 kg
Figure 4.19: ARGO Bigfoot Amphibious Vchicle [91
ARGO Platform
During a review of rugged robot designs, it WIlli found that. the Intelligent Robotics
Research Centre at Monash University, Australia, was using a rugged six-wheeled am-
phibious vehicle called an ARCO as the basis of an all- terrain intelligent autonomous
\'ebicle [581. The advantage of using an ARGO was that is was solidly oonstructcd,
""ith sea.lcd axles and large tires for operating O\'er rough terrains, alld perbaps e\"en
in mining tunnels. Thc drawbacks ",-ere tha.t new ARGO \-ehicles cost o....er $10000
new and the oom-ersion from a gasoline-p<M'ered cngine to an electric motor drh-e
would introduce unw8Jlted oomplexity to tbe MRP project. Furtbermore, the size of
an ARGO would pre\'ent it from being used indoors during prototype de..-eloplllcnt.
Golf Cart Platform
Electric-drivc golf CMtS \\-'ere a.nother option wben choosing ali electromechaniclll
base. ItS advantage was that it had electric motor drives but it used conventional
yoke steering as oppose<! to the preferred dilTereutial steering, and yoke steering
would make oomputer-oontrolled motion very difficult to implement.
ElectricaUy·Powered Wheelchair
A number of electrically powered wheelchairs (powerchairs) and scooters ",-ere con-
sidered lIS potential electromechanical bases, partially because their po'oll'eJ-to-wcigbt
ratiOll rivalled those of electric golf carts. Scooters were generally less expensive than
powerchairs, but often only had three wheels and w;e(l preferred manuol handlebar
steering. The powerchail'8 were all four-wheeled models using powered differential
steering that could be electrically controlled. FUrthennore, powerchairs were more
rugged than scooters, lUld \\-ere rated to carry loads as massive as 135 kg, making
it more thM able to handle the payloads expecl.ed lO be placed on an MRP. Both
scooters and powerchairs ran off of deep-cycle rechargeable batU!ries. The oost of a
scooter was around S3500 while the cost of a powerchair was c105er to S5OOO.
4.3.2 Electromechanical Design Decisions
By process of elimination, the choice was made to go with the electricalIY-»O'o\-ered
wheelchair, since it was locally available, locally serviceable, modular in its design,
emission-free, useable both indoors and outdoors, rugged, affordable, and straight-
forward to ,Jdapt for robotic purp05C8.
The other alternatives were eliminated for reasons noted in the following brief
subsections
Custom In-House Design
After beginning with some educated guesses of component masses and terrain d~
lIlAnds, price estimates were made, and electric drive controllers (pov.-er electronics)
were searched for. By the end of this design alternath-e ill\'eStigation, the cost of
the electric drive components (batteries, motors, lIlotor colltroUers) was expected to
cost around $3500, without including the price of parts and labor for the vehicle's
propo6Cd metal fnune construction. It was concluded that the time and effort needed
to custom·build a platform outv:eighed the value gained in doing 80. Hov.1lver, the
benefit in analyzing this design alternative was that it helped in understanding the
design rcquireUlents and prl\Ctica.! limitations of M j\{RP. The estima.ted design de-
tails are presented in the appendix for completeness. Coincidentally, this early design
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Figure 4.20: eMU Terregator in Underground Mine [lOJ
alternative bore striking resemblance (both in terms of specifications and looks) to
the Terregator (see figure 4.20) developed at Carnegie-.Mellon University in 1984110J.
ARGO Platform
This design altemath'e W85 ultimately rejected because it v,-ould ha\"e required a
formidable electromechanical retrofit in order to meet the proposed ~lRP ....ehicular
specifications. F\trthennore, these platforms were markedly more expensi....e than
the other design alternatives and 'were too large and hea....y to be worked on in a
non-industrial university laboratory setting.
Golf Cart Platform
Preferable to both the previous design alternatives, the golf cart platform had the
major drawback of using conventional steering, as opposed to the differential-drive
steering used by the electrically-powered wheelchair. As well as having this handicap,
the golf carl was more expensive than the electrically-powered wheelchair, and less
accepting of electrical or mechanical modifications.
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4.4 Controller Design
This :;ection of the design was twofold: the design of the robot controller (including
integration ofseosors and actuators), and the design of the PO\\'ef electronics to drive
the electric moUll'S in the electromechanical base. As the robot controller design was
less dependent on the electromechanical base design than was the power electronics
design, the robot controller wa& tbe first portion of the electrical design that W8lI
considered.
4.4.1 Robot Controller Design Alternatives
The requirement." for tllis MRP demanded the following from '.he controller: a.bility
for high communication capacity, ou-board liCllsor and video processing, and mo-
tion control. The communication 811d video requirement.'i pointed to the use of a
PC-oompatible computer system. Since the above requirements were also the reo
quiremenU for the SmaJlBot robot, this problem bad 8lready been discussed, a.nd
since the conuoUer Wll.5 to be place aboard the SmallBot, size and ,,-eight .....'ere fur-
ther constraint!! to be looked at, During a brief period of time both the Sma1IBot
project and the design of the rugged MRP ....-ere under.....ay, and it was anticipated
that the controller oould be easily integrated illto either platform. Therefore, the
size and weight coru;traints were dictated by the SmaliBot project. As a result, the
PC/I04 miniature personal computer standard was adopted for use as the "high-
levcl~ controller, i.e. the portion which calculated the robot's heading and spOC'd.
Since this controller was to be used ....':ith t .....o different robots, the portion responsible
for converting speed and heading COOldinat.es into appropriate motor control signals,
i.e, tbe "lOllo'-le\"CI" motion controll(5", was sepe.rat.ed from the high-Ie\-el controller
and was designed differently for each t}1>e of robot platfonIl8.
4.4.2 PC/I04: High-Level Control
The PC/l04 computer standard was functionally equivalent to a desktop pCl1lOnal
computer except for it;! mi.niature size, modular architecture, and low power oon-
sUlnptiotl. Comprised of small circuit boards, PC/I04 components were mAdc by
a number of manufacturers and \\-ere used for embedded control primarily in heavy
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Figure 4.21: Typical PC/1M Module [Ill
industrire. The advent of the PC/104 "Plus" system improved bus speed, enabling
smoother video capture and processing. Some features of PC/104 include:
• Self stacking modules (no BepaflLte backpla.ne needed)
• Small form faclor (3.6 in. x 3.8 in., per module)
• Low power col18umption (typically 1~2 WlLtts per module)
• PC/1M-Plus technology is compatible with PC/1M and support!> 32-bit PCI
interconnect, whW:h allows for smooth video capture
• (h'e!' 150 companies are mcmbers of the PC/1lM consortium
Another advantage of using the PC/104 standard is that many companies offer
similar products, which means that modules lllC priced compet.itlvely. The lDodules,
however, are usually two to three times more expensive than functionall)' comparable
desktop PC cards since there is a higher l~'cl of miniaturization and JKII'>-er budgeting
that goes into PC/1M modules and there is II'S5 of a customer base to distribute the
R&D costs incurred by the PC/l04 companies
4.4.3 MiniBoard / HandyBoard: Low-Level Control
Already having been used by the 15Lab for control of the toy robot.~ (i.e. miniature
bobcat vehicles), the MIT-dcvcloped MiniBoard was considered as a p<l6Sible 10w-
level controller for the MRP. The MiniBoard had thc following features:
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Figure 4.22: MiniBoard [121
• Based on a Motorola MC68HCUE2 8-bit processor
• 2 Kb of EEPRO~
• 256 bytes of RAM: on chip
• 4 motor outputs using the L~1293D bipolar H-bridge chip
• LEOs indicating motor state
• 8 A/D inputs (8 bit)
• 8 Digital Input/Output lines
.8Ccncral!nput/Outputlines
A significant drawback of the Mill..iBoord is the lack of RA~l Oil which to keep
control programs. The more endowed HandyBoard is based around the Motorola
M68HCIl8-bit. pl'OCe'>SOr, and has 32KB of battery backed up RAM IWd 512KB of
EEPROM. Both the Mi.niBoal'd and the HandyBoard make use of CP chips that.
are no longer beiug sold, so choo6ing either of th06e solutions ....,ouid be unwise from
the perspecti\-e of robot maintenance and repair.
4.4.4 RAD Board: Low-Level Control
Initially envisioned a8 a calt-effective da.ta acquisition card for teaching control sys-
WIllS to engineering undergraduate students, the RAD (Robotic Analog &: Digital)
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Figure 4.23: RAD Board
card was chooen as the hardware for carrying out low-level motion control on the
MRP. The locally-designed RAD card 127] has the following features:
• Designed around a PIC 16F873 8-bit microoontroller
• 4 AjD inputs (8 bit)
• 4 DjA outputs (8 bit)
• Typical input scan speed of I kHz
• Serial R.S-232 communication capabilities
The RAD card had enough features to be successfully used as an interfacing cir-
cuit between the PC-I04 controller and the :\IRP's motor drive power electronics.
Since some RAD card expertise already existed at the INCA (Instrumentation, Con-
trols, and Automation) laboratory, basic existing control programs could be utilized,
thereby speeding up the design cycle.
4.4.5 Power Electronics Design Alternatives
Preliminary research on power electronics for electrical motor locomotion was done
in case the choice of mechanical base required separate motor drive circuitry to be
procured.
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Calculations that estimated the mechanical base mowr requirements suggested
the use of two DC motors (to pemlit differential steering) with an operational rating
of one horsepower (approxima.tely 750\.\') each. It wa.s anticipated that the electric
drive system woukl operate at a nominal 24VDC.
It was decided that the power electronics be purchased rather than designed, for
rcasoos of inexperience in power electroniC'l desig.n, and for reasons of reliability. The
commercially available DC motor controUers that met the proposed l:!pecifieations
aOO\"e were the Curtis PMC MooFET controUer (model 1204), and the Dart DC
mowr speed colltroller (model 65E), both of "'hich "'Quid control the speed of a single
motor given a low p<l\'"er control \'Qilage.
4.5 Controller Design
As ....'8.8 mentioned in sectiOll 3.3.5, the O\'erall control system for the ISLab's group
robotiC'l s)'stcm was a three-layered architecture that 'A1L'i oomprised of a delibcrati\'e
planning: la}"er, a coordinative action-sequencing la}'er, and a layer responsible for the
control of all individuaJ robot - the layer that this section "ill now discussol ,
According to the General Framework for Group RobotiC'l, each robot in the 5)"8-
tern gets issued commands to carry out, but the robot is not told precisely tioIII'
to carry out those subt8.'lks. For example, the robot may be gh'en the following
COliunands'
• Navigate to the next waypoint
• Search for an object
• Follow a path
A number of architectures exist for controUing individuaJ robots, but the one that
was chosen to interpret and act upon the gi\'ell comInands was the motQl'" "chemll
architecturc. This architecture was chosen because it allowed behaviors to be imple-
mente<! individually, and combillOO ill an intuitive additive fashion. Based on animal
behavior theories, mOlar schemas work by subdividing the robot controllcr into /l. set
'Fit;urel 5.26 arid 5.46 iltusLrale the "'ay the OOlItroller "'86 implemented, &lid may pl'Olide
insi&hJ.tothili.ect.ion.
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of concurrent sub6ystems that each react in specific ViR}'; to specific sf.imuli. The
reactions of the subsystems are then summed to create the robot's behavior gh-en
its circlUnstanccs. Examples of combined behaviors are PC'e5eIlted in figure 4.24
This architecture \VIIS to be implemented on a PC-compatible computer system
in softwl~re so as to provide the developer the flexibility and quick development
tUTIlarolllld that would not be afforded if a strict hardware approach "'·as taken. As
is illustrated in figure 3.13, the motor schema architecture was compri.8ed of objects
of types Environmental Sensor, Perreptual Schema, and Motor Schema. Ronald C.
Arkin, proponent of this control architecture, stated in [7J that "SchemM can be
instautiated or deinstantiAted [SkI at any ti,ne based on perceptual events", which
logically led this specification to be stated in terms of objoct-oriented design.
TIle specification of tbe motor schema soft"''lU'e is presented here in tcnllS of base
clasiles sud derh'ed classes, as well as their proposed interconnections. The tenniool-
ogy used is based on HlJngan(l,Fl Nol«tion commonly used when programming with
Micloeort l-owldation Classes (MFC), as has historically been done in the ISLab.
4.5.1 Concurrency
As was mentioned in section 3.3.6, bchavior·based control architecturCll are premised
on distributed modules running concurrent to olle another. As a result, many ob-
jects used in the software irnplemcutalion were to have the ability to rUIl concurrent
to other objects, while following the wel~known t.enets of concurrellt. programming
(e.g. mutual exclusion, use of invariants, avoidance of deadlock). Thus, the ultimate
base class, CThrmd, would provide future derived clasges with the lQechanislIlS nec-
essary to operate concurrently. The purely \irtUAI method Thn:ndHandlu() would
be m"erloaded by derived classes to encapsu1ate the instructions meant to be run in
a concurrent manner.
4.5.2 Sensor Objects
Each physical sellsor was to be abstracted as a IICllsor object, derived from the class
CSensorObjed, which itself would be derh·ed from CThread. Each CScusorObject
would contain an identification field, an adjustable sensor polling period, and a data
accessor function which would pull data from a shared memory structure. The
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INTENTIONS
PureTeleoperation •
Assisted
• •Teleoperation
Wander • • •
Go To Far Goal • •
Go To Near Goal •
Follow Pathway •
Follow Pathway
• •leadin To Goal
Maneuver Throug
• •WidclySpaced, I
ManeuverThroug
• • •Narrowly Spacedb la I
Figure 4.24: Behavioral Combinations for Various intentions
CScIl80rObject Yo"Ouki collect sensor data through a data acquisition (DAQ) member
object, instantiated using the Singldon design pattern (since only one DAQ unit
would exist in hardware, shared among multiple CSensorObject iIlStances) [591.
4.5.3 Perception Objects
While the motor schema architecture states that p-ero::ptua.! schema be USC<1 to per-
form sensor fusion, which can then be fed into molor schema. objects which will pro-
duce. motion vectorg5 to be summed and finally sent to the robot motors, a slightly
different approach "''as taken for the software specification. Rather than ha\~ so many
layers of abstraction, perceptual 9Chema objects were made to compute motion vre-
tors givcn sensor object inputs; any sensor fusious """Ould be implicitly performed.
Thus, separate motor schema objects became superfluous and ,,-.ere therefore retllO\-oo
from the specification.
The perceptuaJ schema object CPerreptionObJect was meant to compute behav-
ioral motion vectors, such as avoid obstacle, random motion, and even relay remote
operator conuuands as teleoperation.
4.5.4 Motor Object
Labeled CMotorlS, this c1988 was meant to be instantiated ouce for the purpose of
providing 1LI1 abstraction to the robot's motors. It accepts the motion vectors from
perception objects, calculatC6 the ....eighted sum of the vectors which are then scaled
and shifted for output through a dala acquisition card to the motor power electron-
ics. The main method is the Motion V«tor{) method which carries out the above
specification, and the Stop(} method which acts as an emergency SlOp in software.
It is in this motor object where the behavioral mix could be altered depending on
the intention of the system, e.g. depending on communication received from the
discrcte--e\'Cnt controller.
~M(ltiol\ \"CCtotl! were 8pecifioo M ii_ HO:,lI)IX<Z,ylZ,(-IOO $ o::s 1(0).[-100$1I:S lOll)}
4.6 Communications
Being a key part of the "General Framework for Group Robotics~ , communications
needed to be included in the controller specifications. In terms of the ~General
Frawe\\'Ork~, what need~ to be communicated to and from the robot is:
• Discrete-Event Task Commands (providing the robot with intentions)
• Robot Feedback (task completion status)
• Teleoperation commands
• Sensory Feedback (video, forte, proprioceptive information)
AU these communications IlOl.'ds could be met by using: com--entionallocal area net-
IlIXlrk (LAN) technologies made \-ery common and inexpensive due to the popularity
of the Internet. While early collunuuication development could be achie\·ed 1». teth-
ering an ethernet twisted-pair wire to the MRP. ultimately wirelCSll communication
could be achieved by using a wireless ethernet module (IEEE 802.11 b) that would be
transparent to all other devices on the network. Further discussion on the advantages
of wireless ethernet for mobile robotics can be found in the literature [601.
While the higher-Ie\-el implementation details (e.g. DCOl\f6, CORBAT, Java
RMI8) were still being specified by other members of the ISLa-b, it was safe to make
use of the ....-ell-known Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP)
commuuicat.ion layer by means of a Windows S~t., for the following reasons:
• WindOWlJ was already decided to be the operating system on which to de-.-elop
the 8OftV."3re
• Sockets bad been successfully used in applications withill the ISLab
• Socket APIs were readily available as public domain software
ft~1icl'OllOft'. Di~tributed Component Objcct Model (OCOM) ill "protocol wllich allows liOfh....re
lUodulCllwillte,operateac..:-",netwOJ"K.
7Tbe Colllmon Object R.eqllClit Brokt'T Archjtectllr~ (CORDA) j~ an Ol>CIl-.IIOurce 1"010001 tl".t
...llo....slOft ..·aretointeroperal.e8Cl"OSllauetwork
'Sun Microtystems· J/I\'8. lan~ a1\Qws RemoU: Mf!l.bod InVOCll.tion (RMI) whereby part.ll of ...
progrlUllaN!uecutedonuetworkllSdremoteoolllputers
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Sockets abstracted communications programming O\'er a daLa netv.urk, and a
single instance of a socket could pro\'ide bidirectional communications. If needed,
multiple sockets could be used to send and recch-c different types of information
without ncce8l>itating any special parsing routines to sort between information types.
4.6.1 Commands and Responses
The commands issued to the robot by the discrc~ventcoutroller and the associated
responses v.'ere not clearly defined at the time this specification was writtell, as it
was still unclear whether message-passing (Le. forming and parsing of text strings)
would be used kl communicate information, or if instead the communicatKm soft.....are
objects aboard the robot v.'OUld be commanded using remote procedure calls (RPC's,
8S is dOlle 1lIith variollS distributed object software ardtiteetures). It was anticipated
that the commands issued to the MRP's behavioral controller, regardless of protoool.,
would have a low information rate. Examples of such commands are: go dolVll
corridor, go to detected goal, stop, and dead-reckon path.
Whereas the communication to the robot would have a low information rate, the
communication from the robot back to the cclltl"ali7.ed control system would have a
higher information rate, mostly due to the requirements demanded by teloopcration
The most bandwidth-intensive aspect of the returuing information sources is the
video stream, which could be made to v.urk by utilizing off-the-shelf video streaming
90ftware with built-in compression routines suited for WLAN information capacities
or lower 161]. The remaining sources of information could be transmitted at a com-
paratively knl.' data rate (likely 2 kbps or lower) while still achie....ing the demands of
a leleoperation .....orkstation.
4.7 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented a specification of the proJ)06Cd JSLab mobile robotic pilltfonn,
in terms of both the physical design and the control systcm design
Thc physical portion of the MRP was specified to be ii rugged indoor nnd outdoor
modular platfonn. Safety features, sensor types, as ....-ell as computer and communi-
cations hard~'are were discussed. Design aJrernatiW:8 for the electromechanical base
"
were considered, ranging from custom designll to retrofit!; of commercially lI.\'ailable
''ehides. Ultimately an e1ectricaJ.ly po"..eroo wheelchair base ",-as cboscIl.
The specifications of the MRP's computational design was presented, speci6.caDy
the motor schema control architecture and the software implementation requirements
(ace figure 4.25).
All of the specifications provided in this chapter served as a guide for the im-
plementation of the mobile robotic platform, which i., discussed further in the next
chapter
Design Aspect Specification Listing
Performance Indoor operation: \,.;dt4 1.510 corridor, 1m doorway
Outdoor operation: 30" IniU. slope, 3111/s Ina.''l:. speed
Electromechanical 20cm vertical drop
Thming radius 5 50cm
24VDC, 750W permanent magnet motors
Cearbox output of ;?: 150N-m at :5 5ORP].,·j
Anti-roll mcchalllsm
Batteries rechargeable from standard AC source
Motor controller \\ith < 1% speed control precision
Sensory Proximity sensors for obstacle avoidance and botmdary detection
Inclinometer to indicate tipping hazards
Battery voltllge-level monitor
Communicative Wireless Ethernet, range;?: 300m, preferred bandwidth of lIMbps
Communication using TCPfIP sockets
Computational Miniature sud modular PC<ompatiblc system (Pentium of higher
Video capture hardware
Data. acquisition / signal output (DAQ) Hardware
Safety Large on-bo&rd pushbutton kill sv,.;tch
Elcctrontc kill switch triggered in case of a software fault
Visual beacon
Switchable beeper
Controller Object-oriented software design to achie\'e concurrency
:\Iotor schema approach
Concurrency class (mutual exclusion of shared resources)
Sensor class (10 field, adj. sensor polling period, data accessot)
Perception class (computes behavioral motion vectors)
Motor class (Converts motion vectors to motor signals)
Figure 4.25: Summary of Specifications
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Chapter 5
Implementation and Demonstration
Results
This chapter will present the design modifications that v.~re made during construc-
tion, and the first demonstration results.
5.1 Robot Implementation
The implementation phase of the mobile robotic platform began with the choice of
its name: SA~IBUCAI. The name, which refers to the popular Italian black licorice
liqllcw-, was chosen because the robot was predominantly black in color (reminiscent
of black licorice), and because the name proviclt:d a fitting acronym
SAMBUCA was designed around all electromechanical base, with motor control,
5elt9Ors, (Inboard intelligence, IUld communication systems added afterward. The
description of SAMBUCA's implcment-ation will hereto follow the same sequence. A
diagram of SAMBUCA's system interconnections is provided in figure 5.26.
5.1.1 Electromechanical Base
The commercially-available powcrchair that was chosen as the cloctromechanica.l base
was the "lm'ocare Pronw R2" without the chair portion, at a cost of 83600, This
powerchair came equipped with two dcep-cycJe 8ea.lcd lead~acid batteries, a battery
lSellli AutonQnlOus Mobile BlIMIIlld U'ile Control Architecture, pronowooed zam-1Ioo-blh.
LEGEND
--F".....~_
----
1-4 - Wi,elenEllvrnet(IEEE802.11b)_1 .... , PCMCIACard(Adf,plflltor.t~s,PCJ1I)(Module)~t, , , '-o::::.::=-
RT2OOMMlipulflO<A,m
(P~)
Figure 5.26: SAMBUCA System InterCOllnection
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Figure 5.27: Invsca.re Pronto R2 Base
recharger, a motor controller, and a control joystick. Each battery produced a nOIll-
inal E~IF or 12 Volts, and the two ""'ere wired in series. The motor colltroller (which
gives the powerchair its "R2" designation), was manuracture<! by Dynamic r-.lobility,
New Zealand, fUld is fUl older analog controller (as opposed to the newer digital motor
controllers). The fUlalog (R2) controller was chosen because it was easier to illterface
to external robot controller electronics. The R2 controller is ractory.preprogramrned
to exhibit smooth rorward and reverse motor accelcrations. These preprogrammcd
accelerations can be altered using an optional S8CM) device, which merely communi-
cates the settings to the controller via a digital serial line. This fine-tuning reature
was deemed non-essential to the operation or the robot, and so the motor controller
remained with its original ractory settings intact.
The Pronto R2 powerchair was designed to be steered through a joystick illtcr-
race (see figure 5.28) connected to the po"'erchair's built-in lIlotor control circuitry.
The joystick acted as a two-axis variable voltage divider, and the orientation or the
joystick determined the two control voltages that were sellt to the motor control
circuitry, with the centered joystick position outputting 2.5V Oil both control lines.
There ""'ere firteen control lines overall that connected the joystick to the powerchair,
and these are presented in figure 5.29.
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Joystick Control
Full forward direction
Full reverse direction
Full right direction
FUlllcft direction
No deflection (centered joystick)
Throttle fully counterclockwise
Throttle fully clockwise
Robot Motion
Maximum forward motion
Maximum re\'erse motion
Maximum clockwise rotation
Maximum counterclockwise rotation
Stopped
Maximwn speed set to lowest value
Maximum speed set to highest \'B1ue
Figure 5.28: Steering Response (rom the Pronto R2 Joystick
Figure 5.29: Control Lines from the Pronto R2 Joystick [131
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Figure 5.30: Underside of Mounting Plate with Infrared Proximity Sensors
Mounting Plate
Since the powerchair 11."8$ to be unrIUUlIled, instead of having a chair atop the base, a
mounting plate was designed and built in order to seat on-board sensors, manipula-
tors, controllers, and computers. The mounting plate was designed to slide into the
slots where the chair would normally go. The first plate design was made to hold
the RT200 robotic arm fairly low to the ground, and was fabricated by the Techni-
cal Services division of Memorial University using aluminum sheet metal. A second
mounting plate design was made to house infrared sensors as well as provide a mount
for the robot arm higher off the ground (see figure 5.30). This second mounting plate
has an accompanying hand-drawn design sketch which is included in the appendix,
figure A.59.
5.1.2 Sensors
Proximity Sensors
Methods of obstacle detection were considered early in the design ofSA:\IBUCA, with
the primary concern being collision avoidance for safety reasons. The first sensor
tested was the 65Q0...Series Sonar Ranging Module manufactured b)' the Polaroid
Corporation [621 (see figures 5.31 and 5.32. Although this sensor detected obstacles
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38 far awa)' as 35 feet, each !elISOr required numerous interface v.iTes' to be connected
to the RAD cani unit, which used up scarce 1/0 lines. Furthermore, the ranging
module required the RAD card unit to dedicate olle of its few internal timer units to
measure the time between the 'INIT' and 'ECHO' Ilignals being asserted, since the
ranging module did not directly provide a distance measurement .'a1ue.
Since using more than one sonar rallging module would require llIore I/O alld
timer resources than ....'ere a\1l,ilable, it "'lIS decided that more simple sensors be
used for safet)·-based oootllCle a\"Oidance. The BCllSOrs that "''ere chosen were the
Sharp GP2D12 infrared SCTUlOr8 since tbey simply output an analog voh.age in non-
linear proportion to the proximity of an obstacle. A calibration formula could then
be applied to this \IOltage level to resolve distance ....itb centimeter accuracy. The
infrared llCllSOr.t did not have as much range &s the 90nar sensors, but still had a
usable range of 5Ocm, whidl was suitable for safety obstacle a\"Oidanoe purposes at
low speeds (1.5 mls and sto....w).
\Vheel Encoders
For robots to be able to map and navigate within an environment, it is necessary to
have a localization system on board. It was decided that SAfl.H3UCA use electro-
optical wheel shaft encoders to read the angular displa.cement of both drive wheels.
Such readings can be processed to provide estimated path information, as well as
speed Md heading infomlAtion. The sensors used were the Agilcnl Technologies
HEDS-9100·COO "Two Channel High Resolution OptK:al. Incremental Encoder Mod-
ules", ill conjunction with llrnm-radius oodewheels ha\'ing an angnlar re!IOlutKin of
360 COUllts per r~'QluUon. These 5CI19Ors p£O\ided digital pulses in quadrature with
2Tbe wterfllOl! wire!! to ~be PoIuoid 6500~~loduloe1to'el'r.
.. V+ (+sVDC)
.. GNU
.. OSC (Oecillatoe ~ignal input)
.. INIT (!3egin 111easuremenl)
.. BLNK (Blanking signAl)
• 131NII (Blanking inhibit)
.. ECHO (The returnilll: liptJ)
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Figure 5.31: Polaroid 6500 Rangefinding Module 1141
Figure 5.32: Sonar Transducers [151
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Figure 5.33: Infrared Proximity Sensor Mounted onto Plate
each other, permitting angular displacement and direction to be deduced using 11
straightforward digital state machine.
These wheel encoders ....-ere mounted all the cach of SAr-.IBUCA's drive shafts,
on tile end of the shaft opposite the tires. The codewheel was connected to the
drive shaft by tapping into the drive shaft and then screwing in a mounting post
upon which the codewheel Sl\t. While there were concerns that such a mount would
cause the codewheel to he off-center and cause sensor errors due to rotational wobble,
the sensor which read the codewheel was sufficiently robust to mitigate this issue.
Since less than lSmm of clearance between the drive shaft and the robot's batteries,
detailed hand drawings were made for tbe technicians to follow (see appendix figure
A.5O). Furthermore, the encoders has to be sealed from dust, water, and other debris
that the underside of SAMBUCA would likely be exposed to. A metal cllcl06ure was
created for this purpose, and was temporarily friction-fitted into place, with the
intent of using epoxy sealant as a more permanent solution.
The both the left-wheel and right-wheel encoders were wired in the following
Function Wire Color
+5V(Va:) Orange
G~D Grey
Channel A Brown
Channel B Purple
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5.1.3 Controller Hardware
PC/I04
As was mentioned ill section 4.4.1, the computing hard'A·are 1101\8 divided into two
categories: the low-lt!"'el motion control end the high-le\'C1 intelligent control. It was
decided that a PC/1M miniature computer system be u.'led to carry out the high-
level intelligent control because of its low pov.-er consumption, its ability to perform
neuly as well WI a desktop PC, and its modular card structure. The following cards
\\~re purchased from vnriOUll vendors, and assembled WI SAM8UCA'5 first high.IC\~1
control hardware
• CPU: Ampro CM3-P5e, 266 MHz Pentium II, 6tlt.'1b RAM
• Video Capture: lmagcu&tion PXC200 Color Frame Grabber
• VCA Display Card: Ad\'llnced Digital Logic MSMVGAI04
• Power Supply: Thi-M Engin~ing HEI04, 50 Watts
• Data Acquisition Card: Diamond t.l\1-16-XT, 16-bit Analog I/O, l()()()()() sam-
ples per second over DMA
• Hard Dri,'e: RTDUSA CMTl06 6.OGb hard dri,~ module
• PCMCIA conversion card: M.K. Hansen dual..tiJot adapter
While each individual card met the specifications laid out for the high-le\'eI con-
troller hardware, problems arose when the components 'NetC inlegrlUed with each
other. A critical problem encountered was getting the operating system iDlltalled
on system since the Ampro CM3-P5e central processing unit (CPU) module's basic
input/output system (BIOS) did not permit the CD-ROM and hard drive from being
utilized simultanoou.~ly, thereby making it impossible to install a Windows operating
system from CD onto the hardware. The operating system was eveutually loaded
onto the hard drive by collnecting the hard drive to n second PCj104 system] which
was not affected with this BIOS limitation4.
3Tbe iJeC(lnd PC/I04 sysl.em belonged to Il &eparlt.te df!V('lopment group.
''!'hisiJeC(llld PC/l0~ JYlItern was built aroundll CPU module made by the Parvus Corpor"tioll.
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Figure 5,34: PC/104 Hardware
After the operating system was successfully installed the PC~ICIA adapter card,
which provided a means of networking the PC/104 system using wither wired or
wireless ethernet cards, failed, therefore cutting out an essential data communication
pathway. As well, the VGA card did not work under Windows 98, so Windows 95
had to be useds. There ....'ere reliability problems with the PC/I04's power supply
also, so it was decided that with this list of problems, an alteruative be found for the
high-le\'el controller hardware.
The second PC/I04 system that "''85 used to help load the operating system
became the new main controller for the ~IRP. The Parvus-made CPU card had both
built-in ethernet connectivity and VGA support but was still limited to running
Windows 95'. Parts of this second PCjl04 system "''ere matched with parts from
the first PC/l04 system, resulting in a system that worked properly (see figure 5.34).
6Windows 98 WIl5 the lIl08t current operatmg system !I.\'tlilable at that time.
6The WindQo,,'lI 95 limitatiOn was not due to technical. shortcomings of the hlll'dware, but because
tbe other de\~lopmelltVOUp ueeded that OS to ~maill jw;talJed.
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Figure 5.35' Interconnect bet,,-ren the RAD Boord and the R2 Pov.'eI" Wheelchair
Motor Dri ....e Circuit
Low-Level Controller
During periods of uncertainty troubleshooting the PCj104 system, efforts were of-
ten redirected toward getting the low-le....el control hardware working. The low-level
controller on the SAMBl.iCA mobile robot base was designed to implement motion
comma.nds received from all HS-232 serial commllnica.tion source. This controller "''as
based on the locally-designed RAD (Robotic Analog & Digital) board [271, which it--
self was based arOWld a PICI6F873 RlSC micfOCOntroller. The RAD board provided'
• an RS-232 serial communication interlace
• an analog \"()Itage interface to the R2 motor drive circuitry of the JlO'I""eI"
wheelchair baseJ{see ligure 5.35)
The R.'-\D boel'd \110'&'1 programmed using PIC assembler code to ba\"'e the fol1olllling
functions:
• Motion Control
Motion control of the powerchair mechanical base was the main function of the
low-level controller. The base's forward and b&ckwud motion, its rotational
motion, and its setting fOJ ma.ximum allo,,"-able speed were colltrolled.
• Motion Inhibition
The low-level controller monitored up to four Sharp GP2Dl2 infrared proximity
l;ensors to detect obstacles and therefore inhibit hazardous motion commands.
TThe R2 cir<:uit should be though! of as a motor driver cirellil ra~ber thall a robotic controlll!r.
The R2 circuit takes in Low-vol'-l\&a oontrol signals from lhe IUD card aDd provides the appropriate
hi,gh-powt'f si,gnalJ! to rbe moton.
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Figure 5.36: RAD Board Connection Descriptions
These sensors were OptiOllal, a.nd polling of each a.nd every olle of these sensors
could be switched on or off.
• Temporary Validity of Commaods
An additional safety feature of the low+le\-el controller was the "tcmporal:r
'Y'8lidity" of all motion commands (eJtcept for the stop comilland which alv.'8YS
had immediate and overriding precedence). The ~temporary validity" SfLfcty
featurc allowed an issued command a lifespM of 1 second or less. 1f the same
command was re-issued within that validity-timer span, the validity-timer was
reset and the l-sccond countdown restarto:l. The reason for implementing
this behavior was to shield the robot base from navigational systcm crashes
and communK:ation ~_ A functional navigation system would pump out
commands periodically in order to keep the robot base moving. In the case
where these colllmands would not get re-issued in time, the robot would come
loa halt ill I secondorlcss.
As can be seen in figure 4.23, the RAD Board had eighteen connections off of iUl
Ilcader. Each connection is described in 5.36, as it pertained to the operation of the
low·le\·cl controller.
The original Iov.-+level controller soft....'are accepted ASCII command strulgs via
asynchronous RS-232 (serial) data transmission, and executed those commands_ The
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Command
b, ,\:'SCII 0-127)
r, (ASCIi ()'127)
I, (ASCII().I27)
r, (ASCII (1.121)
S, (ASCII 0-255)
X, nl) dJ'ytlment ru:ct's,sllfJl
Description
Moves robot backward
M(n'e) robot forward
Spin counter-dockwise (left)
Spin clockwise (right)
Set maximum allowable speed
STOP
Figure 5.37: RAD Board :\1otiolL Command List
RAD card output COlltrol voltages, which were then ft.'<l into the powerehair base.
The card WfIS also configured to monitor proximity sensor!! so that the base did not
collide widl obstaclcs.
Commands could be issued to the low-level controller via an RS-232 cable Wh06e
bitrate was adjustable, but was typically set at 9600 bps, no parity, 8 data bits, I
stop bit. The syntax of the commands were < commaudbyte, argumentbyte > where
the argument byte WlIS an ASCII character interpreted as a le\~1 from 0 to 255.
Each command was active fOT at most 1 second except for the STOP command.
Conunands were as follows:
The RAD-based low 1e\'C1 coDtroller ""'as sucoessfuJly used as pact of a senior
term project by Baxter Smith in the winter of 2001. While discussion of this test
is deferred for 8. later l:Il!ctioll of this thesis, it should be mentioned here that the
follo.....ing results ...we observed:
• Safety limeouts worked as planned
• Proximity sensor ring "'"88 unrdiable due to insufullt 8ellllOr coverage
• O<:casioual commands would be ignored by the low-level controller
As a result of these tests, it was recommended tha~:
• Proximity sensors report II. measurement rather than all a.la.rnl
• More proximity sensors be used
• Motion commands be augmented beyond just the four compass-points.
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• Command rel.iabilit)' be imprO\"Cd
• PC/IO-1-based vision system DOt. be pursued funher
The reason for DOt pursuing a PC/I04--based vision system was because an easier
method for implementing visual capture & 8lUl1}'sis l\'a8 discovered in the interim.
AB reported in [63}, lL wcbcam could SClId \'ideo to a PC or laptop running Intel's
OpenCV visiou libraries, resulting in acceptable performance at a fraction of the
COEllo (in tenns of money, effort, and time) of proposed PC/1M solutions. Due to this
Ob6ervatiOIl and the need to upgrade the low-level controller, members of the ISLab
group were in favor of retiring the RAD-Board altogether and using the PC/1M sys-
tem (specifically its data acquisition board) as a low-lc\'C1 controller. The advantages
of doing 00 would be:
• Increased number of sensors accessible to the low-level controller
• Finer control of vehicular motion
• Programmable in C instead of PIC assembler
The drawbacks of S\\-itehing to a PC/I04-based low-leo.-cl controller would be:
• No COlllmaud timeout safeguard built-in
• Not 1ikeJ)' to ha\'e PC/l04 loy.-le\"CI controllers on future MRPs, due to exces-
sh'ecosl
• Lower reliability thM RAD-Boani
In the end, since the ISLab group would be using the SAMBUCA base in the
future, their suggelltions ~'ere implemented and the RAD-Board was retired. This
change in hardware architecture required the software to be rethought as well.
PCjl04 Enclosure
Since SAMBUCA made use of a number of electronics lLnd scnsors, there were llIany
wires tbat needed to be disconnected and reconnected during development and reg-
ular use. To pre\'Cnt elcctrical accidents (e.g. short-circuits, mismatched wires), a
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Figure 5.38: Opened PC/I04 Enclosure - Top View
junction box W'8S created using DB-9 and 0B-25 connectors, switches, and a break-
out board for a 5O-pin IDC8 ribbon cable, all enclosed in a black plastic toolbox (see
figures 5.38 and 5.39).
5.1.4 Controller Software
The decision to not usc the HAD board resulted in adding extra functionality to the
PC/I04 controller software. The PC/tO·1 controller had previously been responsible
for sensory processing (including video processing), wi.reless communication, robot
intelligence, and abstracted motion control. Not having the RAD board to cou-
vert the abstract motion control commands into vehicle-specific control signals, the
PC/I04 system was given this responsibility and the control software was revised
accordingly.
The software running on the PC/104 system aboard the SAMBUCA ~IRP was
81nsulatioll Displacement Connector, used to connect devices with ribbon cabling.
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Figure 5.39: CIQ6ed PC/IOl Enclosure - Side View
called -'SchemaController" and provided a motor schema implementation similar
to the one presented in section 3.3.6, Since teleoperation of the robot was a re-
quested feature, a separate remotely-openu.cd program called "TeleOp" was WritteD
and treated tIS a sensory inpnt by the SchemaController software. The overall system
is di6gl'ammed for clarity in figure 5.40.
The SChelll/l.Conlrollcr software focused on implcmcntiull: the obstacle avoidanoo
behavior, teloopcrative control ability, an prevention of the "local minimum trapnt
problem by having in place a random-motion behavior to 'kick' the robot out of
the trap. These three behavior modules would be fed iuto a behavior-mixing block
which could be U.'led to change the gains of each behavior to suit a specific intention.
From there, the resultant motion vector v.uuld be sent to the roblt's motor controller
circuit, and the behavior-based controller could be tested.
'The IoooJ ""111m..,,, trup problem is ""here the del;~ 1.0 _ is uaetly op~ by a virtual
rep...h;i~forcecrealedbytheob@taeleaV'l,)idan"",routille,creatjnganinllbilllyfQrtherobotIQ
progrea";thitllj,,tClltion8
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Figure 5.40: System-Le\<el Controller Overvie.....
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SchemaColltroller Features
This software, which ran onboard the SA..c\iBUCA MRP, was divided into four main
functional grou~: sensory data acquisition, behavioral algorithm calculation, mixing
of behaviors, and motor control output. SchemaControlier also used network sockets
to communicate with its sibling application, TelcOp.
The fiNiL of these functional groups, sensory data. acquisition, was designed to
represent each sensor as an object (in objed-oriented progrumming sense), derived
from a COlUlllon sensory object parent class. Th.is parent class would prO\'ide the
following features to each seNiOr:
• The Ability to carry metadatalO, which could be useful to behavioral algorithms
and system troubleshooting.
• The ability for sensors to be polled at separate polling rateS, to make the best
use of the data acquisition circuitry's seNiOr acan capacit)".
The second of these groups, behavioral algorithm calculation, was designed to
represent each robotic behavior as a concunently-cxocutablell object, so that the
behavioral algorithlIlS would simultaneously produce behaviors given the 8l:nsory
inputs. The software architecture made it p068ible for any sensor to be read by any
of the behavioral objects. Each behavior would have a standard t"'"O-dimcnsional
vector output in the range of < [-100,100],1-100,100] >.
The Schema.Controller's third functional group, mixing of behaviors, would be
responsible for calculating the overall behavior of the robot gi\-en the robot's intcn-
tiOO5l2. The behavioral mixer would work as aU linear signal mixers work, by having
signal enable lines to toggle, gain blocks to adjust, and a summation block as illus-
trated in rtgure 5.46. Like the output of the individual behavioral blocks, the output
of the behavioral mixer would be in the range < [-100, 100], [-100, 100} >.
The fourth fWlctional group, motor control output, \\uuld be responsible for
converting the behavioral mixer's output loU) appropriate signals to be &Cnt from
the DAQ card to the motor coutrol circuitry 011 the MRP.
IOMe!adatarefe.."totheinfonnMlon ..bout IL" sellllOr's own propertiesasoppo;;e<!totlleillfor-
mation tbllt the llCII.8OI" measUfCll frOlll itsenvironruent
ll$olllCWhat of 1\ fallllcy, si"ce no parallel pro<:e8lIing I>ardware was acrU31.ly ~, but rather the
operIItin,g lI.)'Slem's task scbeduJu provided IISlltisfaetory fl'Cllimile of operational eoueurrency.
12J"tcntwm refer to the preferred mix of behaviors lIIleId to IICOOmplish II specific 1.aIlr..
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Pinal!)', the ScbemaCootroUer application would make usc of network sockets (as
discussed in section 4.6) to broadcast and receive communications to and from the
remotely-located TeleOp application.
TeleOp Features
An important facet of Remi-autonomoWi system.'! is the ability to remotely operate
a vchicle when the computerized controiler is face<! with a situation r<:quiring a hu-
man operator's expertise. Within the ScllemaCoulroller program, the teleopemtion
module (which masquerades as a behavioral algorithm calculatioo module) acts as
a command recei\"eI", shllres the same output interface as other behaviors..! modules
(i.e. \-ector output), and can be fed into the behavioral mixer to be combined with
the avoid~bstadebehavior, for instance, to create a teleoperative experience safe-
guarded from collisions.
The commands that are received by the SchemaController's te1eoperation module
are issued from a separate application called TelcOp, which accepts human operator
control through a joystick, performs smoothiJlg on thc input, and issues the oom·
mands ovcr a net\\urk socket to the SclJemaControllcr application. Sincc network
sockets operate using 8. server/client approach, with tile server being the systelll al-
ways 'on' and the client being the system that occasionally connects to the server,
the SchemaController application aboard the mobile robot platform .....88 set up as
the server, and lhe TelcOp application ....'85 set Ull as the c1iem..
SchemaController lmplement.ation
General Implementation Remarks
This 9Oft.....are was written in C++, under the MicfOIIOft Visual C++ 6.0 ime-
grated development CIl\'irofUllent (IDE), primarily bec3U5e this ....<IS the tradition of
the ISLab and therefore troubleshooting and integration wilh other s)'Btellls would
be less troublesome than if another implementation language was chosen.
While it is true that motor schema. control architectures would benefit from thc in-
herent concurrency capabilities of all object-oriClltcd programming languagc (OOP)
such as Java™, the need to access hardware (namely data. acquisition inputs and
outputs) was a higher priority, and C++ provided the best means of a.ccomplish.ing
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the goal. A Unified Modeling Language (UML) diagram of the SchemaController
software is shown in ligures 5.41 and 5.42, and will be referenced throughout this
description. As well, a f10wchtlrt of the SchelllaControllcr has boon provided in figure
5.43.
The SchcmaControlier application was based OIl skeletal ~Dialog Applicationn
oode generated by the Visual C++ IDE. This was done to present the end-user
",ith a single-window interlllCe colltailli.ng famjlillX WindO'\"S buttoM and indicators.
'The central class in this application W8Ii GSchemaCOfItrvllerDlg ('DIg' referring to
the 'dialog'-Eltyle of application), and was where the graphic user interface (CUI)
W8Ii developed, CUt message handlers were written, where data input and output
were coordinated, where network communication was established, and where schema
objects \\'Cre located and interconnected.
Se.nsory Data Acquisiton Implementation
Earl)' in the design of this software, individual sensors "''ere to be represented as
objects of type cSmsorObfr.ct, ",itll the primary objective of setting individual sensor
polling rates, and "ith the secondary objecti\'e of providing rnetadata to perceptual
schema objects. It \\"88 not possible. ho",-e\'er, to achie>.'e individWli sensor polling
rates, as the data ll.Cquisitioll driver software did not permit concurrent methods to
be called on it. The proposed solution to this WM for shared-memory to be used,
whereby all of the sensor siguals would be periodic61ly scanned by tht; DAQ and
the readings would be placed in the PC/I04's memory so that schema objects could
access the data from memory at whatever rate was convenient for those objects.
These ideas were implemented using the c13SSC:5 DAQ-Smgleum and Mem-
ory..singleton. The re&SOll5 for using the 'singleton' design pattern on these c1~
was to achie\-e the effect of having globalIy-aceessible resources across the application,
,,'hile retaining the benefits of ohjec~rieutedsoftware design. The singleton design
pattern ellSured that 611 instances of DAQ.5ingicton and of Memory-Singleton a.ctu-
ally referred to the singular DAQ rcsource, or melllory resource, respectively, while
still exhibiting OOP nicetiel:lsuch tIS information hidingalld functional encapsulation
Although CSensorObjul's planned use of meta.data did not vase any implemen-
tation problell18, it was not paramount to the operations and was removed from the
Figure 5.41: UML Diagram of SchernaControllcr, Part 1 of 2
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Figure 5.4.2: UML Diagram or SchcmaColltrollcr, Pan 2 of 2
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Figure 5.43: SchemaController Flov.-chart
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design, causingCS~ to be relegated as a wrapper class of DAQ..Bingldol'l
8.fld also pl'O\>iding \'inual metbods such as ~etData(r and "CetlOO" to its derived
classes, to be implemented there,
The DAQ..Biragldon cJa.ss was created b)0 applying the singleton desigp pattern to
the DiamtJflLiMM3f ciaHs, wbich itself was a G++ wrapper cl8SlI around the C-hased
application programming interface (API) methods, which in turn ....~ provided with
the DMM-32 card when pun::hased, Therefore, the functionality of DAQ-Singletoll
is documented within the larger scope of the Diamond :\tM-32 driver manual [64].
The MefTlory_Sing/etcm c188S contained nine variables of type float to act as shared
memory bel'ol~n the DAQ and the schema objects requiring sensory data. There
wa.~ no special significance to having nine variables, merely thnt it provide<! sufficient
memory for the number of 8ell!lOr5 that were used ill early testing.
As the only t}'pe of sensor used in initial testing was the Sharp infrared proximity
sensor, the only class derived from CSC1l$orObJect was Clnfrnred, whose 'GetDalaO'
method would access the appropriate DAQ i.nput port for that sensor's value.
Behavioral Algorithm Calculation Implemclltatioll
Despite the lack of concurrency in tbe objects derived from CSemorOb]ed, con-
CUJTellcy "''88 achwted in the more important CPerceplumOb]ect. cJ.as.s, which was
designed as the parent class for the behavioral schemas themgelves. As is shown in
figure 5.42, this cl888 ""as derived from C'17Irmd IS which provided its child cIas8es
with the multithreading ability neoessa.ry for concurrent opera.lioo..
The class CPerceptwnOb]ect had no virtual methods to be implemeuted, nor did
it have member variables common to all perceptual schema objects, but CPercq-
tionObjed was included in the architecture as a pro\'ision for ruture functionally-
grouped additious, as well as to help in an)' ruture re-factorizations of the software.
Implementation of the Obstacle Avoidance Behavior
One of tile importa.nt behaviors for SAr-.,mUCA was the 'avoid-obstaclc' behavior,
I~CThreadW3ll wri~tell by Dominik Filipp ll.'l fn,e public...JornlUtllKlflware [651. It provideti a more
programmer-friendly ellcarl!u)ation of.'.orlrer-thre&ds for tile Window!operatitlgsystemthlllllhe
l\llti""MFCfra,meworkformu!tithrell<ling
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which """lIS implemented in the class CAvoidOb$tack. This dealt lIoith obstacle avoid-
ance in 20 but not 3D, since the robot only moved over surfaces and not in free space.
TIle essence of this class in wrincn within the 'ThreadHandler{)' method, in order
to be mn in its own worker thread, according to the dictates of the CThread parent
class. Thc algorithm reads in infrared proximity SCll!!Or readings from shared mem-
OIY, and calculateB an aversivc motion vector to m011C the robot clear of perccived
obstacles. The raw SCllsor data frOll! shared memory is process ill three steps:
1. Com-erting the non-linear raw data into linear dista.nce readings
2. Passing linearized readings through a function wbich focuses senshivit)' in the
middle range of the !lCIlSOr
3. Using the linearized, re-sensilized readings to geomctrically calculate t.be aver-
sive motion vector
The first step of linearizing the sensor response was necessary for the Sharp
infrared proximity sensors. The non-linear response of one of the sen.<Wlf8 (figure
5.'14) was computed using the PC application uCun-eExpert, ~"Crsioll 1.3" by Daniel
G. Hyams [661 and the rellulting curw fit is shown below in figure 5.45. The power
law function which best fit the rellponse points '.I'M
11 = 1548374.9z-I.24IMlCI
and ....118 used toconllert raw readings (denoted by:r:) to the corresponding centimeter
proximities (denoted by y). The lIumber of significant digits in the higher-order
coefficients was necessarily high in order to peffoml the conversion sat.isfaetorily,
and therefOl"C 'doubles' .....ere used to store coefficient values.
Since the extreme ranges of the infrared sellSOrs were lIot as accurate as had been
hoped for (they ",-ere o"ersensith-e arOlmd lOcm, noisy around 8Ocm), a piecewise
function was applied to the sensed distances in order to squelch the effects in these
end ranges. Through !lOme expcrimentatioll, it was determined that a.ll readings
greater than 50crn be treated as if the perceived object is out of range, readings less
thll.ll 20cm be treated as if the obstacle presents mll.Ximum hazard, alld fl.ll values
in between 20cm and 50cm take on II. linear rs.nge of 'repulsion values' bet....-eell 100
(u18ximum hazard) and 0 (minimulIl hazard/out-oI-rangc).
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Figure 5.44: Non-Linear Infrared Sensor Response
Figure 5.45: Po.....er Law Fit of Infrared Sensor Response
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{
0 if cmVai >5{l
RepulsionValue = 100 if cmVa/ <20
100 - .!i'(cmVal- 20) otherwise
After all proximity ge1lSOrS ha\'e had their repulsion values calculated, the oo.-crall
aversion vector is calculated based on the locations of the sensors placed along the
front ring of the aluminum mounting plate. Originall)', a ra)·-tracillg approach \\1lS
proposed in order to mathematically refer the repulsion valuo; toward the center
of rotation of the base, since the arrangement of the infrared sensors was along an
elliptical arc rather than purely circular arc. However, since the a.ccurocy of the
sensor placement was low, the ray-trtLcing approach was not worth the complexity,
8ud so was replaced by a simpler calculation which neglected lhe eccentricity of the
mowlting plate's are, by summing the x-axis and y-axi.<i projections of each &ensor's
repulsion value:
F _ E."""" RepubionVal1U:jcos(IJ,)
2- n+l
F. _ E:'zoRqrolsionVa1uelsin(O,)
~ - n+ 1
The overall rcpuJsjon magnitude presented to the robot base by the perceh"ed
obsl.8cles is calculated in the COIl\'e.lltional way 88:
and tbe aversive beading is calculated 88:
al"9(F) = ~tan-l (~)
For de\'elopment purposes, the aversive heading was displayed in the CUI of
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SchcmaController using a commerci&ll)'-available Acti\'eX \\;dget, This gave im-
mediate feedback as to whetber or not the a\"Oid-obstacle behavior W6S correctly
calculating the victual repulsion vector presented by obstacles in front if the infrared
sensor array.
Behavioral Mixer Implementation
The a\'oid-obstacle behavior was just one module which was to affect the robotic
platform's motion; others being the teleoperatioll inputs, the random vector genera-
tion input, and even behavioral modules not )'et implemented. 11lerefore, a. mixing
block was introduoed to the system, implemented as the class CMiur. As shown in
figure 5,46u , each behavior outputs a motion \'eCtOr ""hich, once sent to C~lixer. is
matduxl with a gain \'aria.ble G__ that sets the respective beha\'ior's importa.llce
to the o\'t'rall system. The behaviors are linearly c:ombined
(x......,Y.-):=
G..~"<lOcI..<oN(x,,"""'-4N, Y..~) + G-.dotn{x............ tll....ndom) + G/<kop{XI.,.""YI<Io",,)
The summation is then hard-limited to kccp within the range of the motion
{
:1:..",., - 100 :S x...... :S 100 { Y..."" - 100 :S Y...... :S 100
x...... := 100 x ahs(x......l,otherwisc y_:= 100 x ahs(y......,), otherwise
The motion vector is then scaled and shifted from a (-100, 1(0) scale toa (0,4096)
scale corresponding to the 12-bit analog output of the DAQ card.l~
XDN,; := 120.48 x x......1+ 2MB
YON,; "" (20.48 x y_1 + 20-18
TIle resulting voltage output from the DAQ to the 1t2 power wheelchair electron-
ics is expressed lIS
"AII·hough Agure 5.4(; shQ\\."5 two "future Behllovior" blod<!, fewer Or mOre behllvior loloch HIllY
beaddedwthesynent
15Al~hougb 12.bil numben range from 0 to 4095, the IIalUli 4096 _ U8ed ill the calculations
with no ilIeffecu
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x''''''I"go=~x5V
Y"",wg<=~x5V
While not currently implemented, it would be straightforward to create mixer
presets or allow for other system components to \wy the gain and enable \wiables
to adapt the behavioral mix according to the robot's intelllions. For instance, one
mix may be suitable for operating in open spaces while another mix could be better
foc following IlBmlW paths.
Motor Control Output Implementation
TIle mixing of the vectors provided by the behavioral modules results in the over-
all direction wid speed of intended travel for the robot base. The C/"Iolors class takes
care of the conversioll from the veclOr number range to the DAQ output range, by
performing a straightfor...."ard shift-.and-scale operation. Bolh x and y vector rom-
pOl:lents range froID 1-100, 1001 bUl must be scaled to DAQ valUCli ranging O\~r [0,
4096j, with ~8 corresponding to no motion. In addition to performing the com-et-
sion, C~lolors ensures that the digital-to--anaJog comllrter is in calibration 90 that a
\"t.'Ctor value of < 0,°> ""ill indeed correspond with zero motion of the robot base.
In case the SchemaControlier software detects an emergency, the CMotors::StopO
method can be invoked to immediately cease any robot base mO\~llIenl.
TeleOp Implementation
A U~[L diagram of the TcleOp application is shown in figure 5.'17, This application
was also written in MFC C++ using the dialog-style, and therefore the main class
CTekOp2Dlg is derived from CDwlog. The Microsoft Sidewinder force-feedback
joystick. used by the human operator is accessed through the class CJOY$ttcl:. The
Sidevoinder is capable of steering two-dimensionally (controlling the:v and fl'values)
and adjustillg a throttle value via its throttle dial (correspondingly displayed in the
Te1eOp em using the CProgreuCtrl class). The Sidewinder was also equipped with
a torsional input (colltrolling the z..value,) trigger buttons, a 'point of view hat'16
controller, and forcc-f~back, but iutegration of these extra inputs was deferred for
1111lepoint.o!_vinih.ot oomroller is it.selfl miru-joystiekatopthemainjoyitick,isoontrolled b)'
!.he thumb, alld is U8ed in 6rst-per8QII pmeI to oont.rollhe project.ed view of. virtual "wid.
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Figure 5.'16: Behavioral Mixer
8.
future 'o1.ork on the proposed human machine imerface. The joystick's ::z;- and V-
\,uues were read from the joystick every 100 milliseconds, sent through a five-\1l1ued
running average computation to smooth OIlt the input, encapsulated in a C-style
"truet and sent O\W the netv,'Ofk using the SendingSocUt elMs.
Back in the SchemaControlier application. the teleoperation module made use of
a CLislenillgSocut to await a network connection by the TeleOp application. Once
established, Schem3Conlroller ....-auld set up a CClienlSocktt to read infonnation
from the TeleOp application, convert the readings into vector form to be sent to the
behavioral mixer. The ad\1ULtage to using network sockets was that the protocols
and physical-layer means Ul!ed were transparent to both the SchemaConlroller and
the TeleOp applications, which meant that switching to a wirell'SS connection from
a wired connection would not entail any changes in the software.
The TdeOp joystick convention mimicked the joystick that was on the original
Pronto R2 powerchair b~, lIS showu in figure 5.28. As expected, tlny in-betwe(!n »0-
sition of the joystick would result in partial combinations of the respective bchavion;
listed.
5.1.5 Safety Measures
Due w the PC/I04 s}"8tem's problems with its VCA module, in order to see what was
happening onscreen Windows 9S had to be used instead of the more stable WindOW!
98 or \\rmdov."S 2000 operating systems. While an operating S)'l'Item failure (kno'o1m
in colloqu.ial Wioo0'4"8 parlance 88 a Blue Screen OJ Dt:tdh, or BSOO) is merely
an annO)'arlOC ou a desktop PC system, when a eSOD occurs aboacd a poIIowul
motorized platfonn, a ha:tantOll5 situation emerges. It 110'85 verified that the DAQ
card continued outputting voltage after a BSOD, which could po6Sibly result in a
runaway robot with sizeable momentuill.
III order to prevent such accidents, a watchdog timer circuit W88 proposed whereby
the DAQ card would be periodically instructed to toggle au binar)' output a.t some
lliinimum rate, and this output would be monitored by the watchdog circuit. In the
case of a aBOD, the instructions to toggle the binary output would cease, and the
output would become stuck at some level, clill5ing the watchdog circuit to react by
cutting pOVier to the motors.
90
Figure 5.47: UML Diagram of TeleOp
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The watchdog circuit was designed around a UCC3946IC, described as a ~"[jcro­
processor SlIpervi90r with \VatdIClog 'fimer~ (see appendix figure B.3).An external
capacitor of InF was used to set a watchdog period of 25 milliseconds, corresponding
to a minimum binary output rate of 40Hz from the DAQ card. If the DAQ's binary
output falls below Hus rate, the watchdog output it asserted, current-amplified by a
discrete FET, and the amplified signal is used to energize the coil of a 4-polejdouble-
throw (4PDT) relay, which then cuts Ollt the signal 1.0 the motors. As soon as the
DAQ's binary output resumes its toggling aboo.oe 40Hz, the watchdog circuit recon-
nects the signals to the mown.
5.1.6 Communications
Hobotics projects such as the one l>eing carried out by the ISLab cannot be effectively
done by one devclol>Cf writing a single piece of code to control everything. Rather,
a number of different modules, some physically distant from the others, must illter·
operate. Effective interprocess communicatKm techniques therefore must be used
to combine disparate modules into a cohesi\l: operational robotic system. These
oommunications are achie....ed llCt06S two types of interfaces: the 80ftware interface
and the hardware interlace.
Hardware Interface
The SAMBUCA platform is 8. prime example of a system module physically removed
from the other modules. Therefore there has to be 8. way of communicating data to
and from the platfonn's on-board computer systelU. As was mentioned in section
4.6, ",ireless ethemct was ,lIe dl.'Sired approach to take. The S)"Stem that. was chollen
was a Wan'Lali systcm by Lucent Technologies (since renamed the 'Orinoco', made
by Agere Systcms). 'TIle system consisted of a WaYepoint II Bridge (wtricb extended
the existing wired ethernet network to the wireless domain), two II Mbps PCMCIA
cards with 'wired equivalent privncy' (i.e. data encryption), and one range extender
IlJlWnna. Operating ill the licence-free 2.4GHz frequency band using direct sequence
IIprcOO. spectrum (DSSS) modulation, the wireless system did not interfere with other
wireless cquipmCllt operating in the lab, and was designed 90 as to !lot interfere
with other wireless etbernet systems nearby. PCMCLO\ card'! are typically used as
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peripheral devices on laptop oomputeI'3, but could also be used in PC/I04 systems by
means of a PC/I04 - PC~1CIA adapter module. Tilc antenna was purchased with tilC
cxpectation that the SAMBUCA base be able to operate outside of the laboratory
(lLlld even outside the building) over distanCC!j of hWldreds of mcters, while being
coordinated from "'1thin the lSLab.
Software Interface
While the SchemaController and TeleOp applications made effective use of c!eml.'n-
tlLl"Y 'homemade' message-based communications O'oU 5OCkets, it \Iias felt that as
the ISLab group robotics system dewllopcd, ad hoc approaches to software com-
munication interfncel:l would be a poor use of development time, considering that
solutions to distributed OOlllputcr communicatiOlls already existed. Gowdy's rcport
on inlerprocess OOIlWlUlucation toolkits provided a backgrowld on the topic, stILting
that. these interla.oes would enable softwlLl"e applications to control rcmotcly-IOC3tCd
objects over a nel.....'Ork in the same way that traditional local objects could be con-
trolled, regardless of tbe relDote s)'Stem's progralluning language or operating system
[67j. While not. a p&Il8Cea for all 90Ctwarc communication challenges, it .....'85 felt that
these toolkits could provide trcmendons valuc to the ISLab group robotics project,
both in tenns of de\"Clopment time and in tcrms of functionality.
The three toolkits that the ISLab dedded to investigate ....."ere CORBA (Com-
mon Object ~\lrccBroker Architecture), DCOM (Distributed Component Object
Model), and Jilli (see section 4.6 (or footnotes 011 these toolkits). III Sllort, CORSA
(by the Object Management Croup) ......as designed for use on UNLX systems but a.lso
......as said to operate 011 systems nlllning Micrcsoft Windows. DCOM (by Microsoft)
was designed to run OIl systems using Microsoft Windows. Jini (by Sun MiCfOtiy5-
terns) "''85 an extension of Java. that ....,ould operate on any system that ......ould run
J8.\1I. applications. Ultimately, the Jini approach ....'85 favored since it ...uuld more
mandlLl"di;red than CORBA and more open than Microsoft's DCO~1.
Currently, the Jini approach is being tested in the Discrete E....ent Controller
portion of the 'General Framework' and will likely be implemented in the SAMBUCA
platform's software as ......ell, resulting in scanlless COIDlDUlucation across the entire
frallleYlurk.
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5.1.7 Problems
The development of the SAMBUCA platform encountered some implementation dif-
ficulties, which are discussed here.
Infrared Proximity Sensor Switching Noise
Early tests using the Sharp GP2D12 infrared proximity sensors revealed an easy-to-
use sensor that returned an a.nalog voltage related (albeit non-linearly related) to
the proximity of the closest object in front of the sensor, measurable to within one
centimeter over a range from IOcm to 80cm (corresponding to 0 to 5 Volts of signal).
The difficulty ensued ,,'hen Il.Il array of these liCll!lOrs "'ere used, and signal noise
became 90 bad that sarnpled readiO&ll could 00 longer be trusted. Since the CP2DI2's
",-ere 8Cth-e sensors, cable impedllllCe issues \\'ere ruled out, and individualJy the
sensors worked correctly. It tUOIoo out to be a po"..er issue: while the stesd)"-state
consumption of the array was within the capabilities of the PC/104 p<l'\\-er supply
(itself rated for 5V, 5OW), the sell5l:)I"!; actually drew extra current e\·ery millisecond,
and since the sensors were not synchronized in this respect, one sensor's current-
drawing phllSC would affed the other items on the power bus (including other sensors
and the DAQ system itself) manifesting as signal noise. The more sensors that were
added to the array, the worse the lIoise became. The simple remedy to this was to
place lOOpF electrolytic capacitors across the power tenninals of each of the infrared
It should also be noted that inter-sensor interference (Le. the infrared beam from
one 8CI'\9Of affecting another nearby sensor's receptor) was not fOlUm to be an issue.
Pronto R2 J\'lotor Controller
The pr0<:e8S of feeding control signah from the PC/1M system into the existing pow-
erchair motor controUer circuitry was presumed to be ll.S simple as applying control
\ultages at will from the DAQ system. As it turned out, the powerchair's original
motor COlltrolJer was equipped with a safety feature whereby the motors would not
turn if the powerchair'sjoystick was not centered perfectly at power-up. This mesilt
that the DAQ had to put out precise 2.5V levels 011 its transJationll1 and rotational
control lines upon startup. To combat this, auto-calibration rou~illes were run I»
riodically on the DAQ system, since the PC/I04 power supply's effective internal
resistance could CalL'*l the DAQ to fall out of calibration when other loads ""'ere pre-
sented to the power supply. Another problem with the powerchair motor controller
WII.'i that the motors would cease to spin if the control \ultages from the DAQ were
jwnped suddenly (skipping O\'er intennediate \"Oltages), as this phenomenon \\'()uld
oot happen with the standard analog jo)'Stick that originally came ....ith the poI'oW-
chair. To combat this, the TeleOp applicatiOfl incorporated.ll. smoothing filter to the
joystick inpulS. Failure to meet the pov,'erchair's safet.r conditions resulted in the
motor controller being unresponsive for upward of ten to fifteen minutes.
Non-Holonomicity
Mobile robot navigation is always easier to implement and study in simulatioll where
robots are typically holonomic (i.e. a m3SSiess point capable of instantaneous changc5
in its motion). On SAMBUCA, the single largest contriburor to its status 85 a non-
holOllomie robot is its front casler ....·heels. Caster ....·heels (the kind fOlmd on the front
of shopping Calts) are most problematic when changing directions between fol"''tU"d
and re>.wse, since they can momentarily bind and cause the \'ehide to deflect from
its intended hcading. This problem can be mitigated by using corrCC\ive feedback
(e.g. through wheel encoders), or by operating in telcol>cratioll mode wheo the robot
is in a tight spot.
Wheel Eucoder
Wheel encoders are import&.nt sensors to have when carrying out robotic navigauOfl,
but they also rtquire adequate signa.! proc::e9!ing (e.g. quadrature decoding) to re-
sult in meaningful readings. The encoders on SAMBUeA were originaUy intended
t.o be fed into the DAQ system where they could be processed, and the prooes6ed
result could be used by the software controller. Unfortunately, the DAQ was not
capable of performing any processing, so thls would have to be accomplished by the
software. The problem was that each encoder wheels would have t.o be sampled at
minimwn 1000 samplOi per second ill order to meet the Nyquist sampling criterion.
Furthermore, all of these samples would have to be processed in real-time by the
software in order to deduce the amount of travel experienced by one wheel. This
scenario would likely cause the system to be I/O-bound just to keep up with the
signals coming off the wheel encoders. A solution to this would be to implement
the quadrature decoding using dedicated hardware (e.g. a RAD-board) containing;
'tick' count registers for each wheel that could be polled occasionally by the DAQ
fOT navigational purp<llJeS. The drawback of this approach is that in order to convey
the count to the lIOftware, a Dumher of data input lines would Deed to be consumed
at the expense of other sensor.>. Alternatively, the count could be expressed serially
alld sent to the PC/104 s)'Stem over RS-232 or some other ;;erial protocol.
Robot Drift
The SAMBUCA platform, not yet havillg an operational wheel ellcoder feedback
system in place, exhibited drift to one side when traveling forward. This was reduced
by adding an offsec. to one of the molor speed values within the ScbemaCootroller
application. While it is preferred to usc feedback to correct. for this, the offset proved
to be an acceptable temporary measure while initial teliting of the behavior-based
controUer "'"88 carried out.
Multiple Sensor-Polling Rates
As was briefly mentioned in section 4.5.2, the original design of the SchemaController
WIIS to feature adjustable polling rates for each sensor input, 80 that fllSt-changing
inpUl$ could be 9CfL1UlOO morc often than slow-clJanging inputs, and that input scan-
lUng be done in an efficient manner. However the Windows % operating system w/Uj
UJ18ble to run the DAQ board in a multithreaded rashion so as to poll difl'ert'nt inputs
at differem rates. An altemath-e was to use 8 number of ''IlI''8ltablc timer' objects,
each with different alarm rates, and each timer alarm corresponding to the polling
of a specific sensor input. Unfortunately 'o\"8ltable timers were not supported under
Windows 95, 80 in the end all sensor inputs v.ere polled at one uniform SCl:Ul rate on
the DAQ board, 3nd input efficiencies were disregarded.
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PC/104 - PCMCIA Adapter
The originally specified PCjl04 system came with an adapter card which enabk'<i
PC-Cards (PCMCIA eredit-card sized peripheral devices) to be used in a PC/104
computer system. Accordingly, network connectivity ~'as to be established using a
'4ired ethernet peGard, with the prospect of upgrading: to a. wireless PC-Card at a
later date. while not causing any changed to the underlying PC/1M hard",..are. Since
the original PC/1M S)'Stem had problems from the start in getting operating s)'Stems
Io&dcd, the PC-Card Ethernet became the main communication interface into and
out of the PC/l04. Unfortunately the PC/1M - PCMCLA adapter stopped working
with no obvious explanation, thereby cutting the original PC/104 system from the
network and from effective development. Rather than order a new adapter card for
an already problematic system, work was transferred onto a more developer-friendly
PC/I04 system with built-in '4ired ethernel.
Since the addition of ....ireless ethernet was deferred, development of the SA~I­
RUCA base was done o,-er a "'ired network, with all software being de,'cloped 011 a
desktop PC, and the 9Oft..,,'1lre transferred to SAMBUCA. From there, a VGA mon-
itor, keyboard, and mouse were atl30Ched to the PC/1M, the behavioral software
was set running, the monitor I ke)'bo&rd, and mouse were unplugged Ollce again, the
robot's motors were engaged, and tcsts were conducted without being able to Be(: the
SchemaController CUI on a monitor.
This process of tethering for development and ulltethering and testing without
the benefit of a CUI v..as tolerable for initial tcstll, but suffered from the "running
researcher syndrome" whereby if a.llytbing went wrong, the developer would have to
chase dOYo'Tl SAMBUCA and stop it, instead of being able to conveniently stop it
from a remote PC.
By purchasing a new PC/l~ - PCMClA adapter and incorporating wireless
ethernet, remote desktop applications such as the popular 'pcAnywhere' application
....ill make future development and testing far more effective. Furthermore, wirelC88
ethcrnet is necessary for the ultimate gool of interfacing to the rcst of the general
framework for group robotics
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Power Distributiou
Since the SAMBUCA platform Wll.'l intendoo to operate in all untethcred fashion,
there had to be provisions for powering all payload and actuators from the ollboard
battery supply. The PC/1M, which was able to operate off of DC lJupplies ranging
from 6V to 40V I was able to be powered directly off of the battcry supply. Likewise,
the RAD-board system has an on-board regulator which could be connected to a
12V potential and drop the voltage do";n to the required 5V for the boo.rd. HO\Io"'C\-er,
.....hile all payloed uJtimately ran off of DC supplies, it was cumbersome to create
separate DC liupplies for each module from the 12V/24V battery supply. Many
payload modules all had I20VAC po.....er plugs, 80 it made sense to include a po.....er
inverter unit to convert the onboard DC battery supply to a l20VAC sllpply which
could be distributed on a conventional power bar and sent to the needy payload
modules. A Porlawattz power inverter (see figures 5.48 and 5.49) was used when
trying this approach to p<l\\"'Cr distribution.
The 3(X}.Watt rating proved barely sufficient to pov.'Cr the RT200 robot a.rm,
as any useful loadiIl& of the um would increase its pov,er demand and cause the
IO\V-voltage alarm to !:K,moo. While this problem couJd be rectified by using a higher-
capacity pov.-er iu\-erter, another more hazardous problem existed. On two occasions,
there \\-ere higb-curreni surges towards the RAD board that entered through its
RS-232 conununications interface, causing (fortuuately) only a pull-up resistor on
the RAD-Board to bUlJl out. Since conunurucation signals and power lines had
nothing electrically in common except for s.hared ground lincs, it was postulated
that a groundillg problem existed when the im'erler was used. Although these two
incidents were not well documellted, it is believed that they happened when the
'Boating' (i.e. non-rel"erenced) ground of the SAMBUCA baae (...-Iuch in tum was
the ground on the RAD-Board-side of the R$-232 connection) w&'! connected to a
desktop PC's R$.232 port, whose ground was ultimately tied to the laboratory's
electrical system's ground. While this connection should ha\-e merely caused the
SA~IBUCA supply to take Oll the laboratory's ground reference, the fact that a
j>DWer inverter was in operation, likely using power transistor switching and filtering
to create its modified sine Wllve AC output, the simple DC circuit, assumptions stilted
above lIUly have not actually held. J)e;pite these incidents, it is believed that the
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Figure 5.48: Power Inverter [161
use of a power inverter is a viable way to power payload modules off of the battery
supply, as long as care is taken to avoid grounding issues. With the implementation
of wireless communications on SAMBUCA, there should be 110 need to use signal
tethers, so the cause of this problem will disappear.
5.2 Demonstration
5.2.1 Vehicle Performance
The performa.nce of the ProlitO R2 B&se controlled by its original joystick (i.e. the
,,-ehicular performance independent of the Sc::hemaController-PC/1Q.1 or RAD control
systems) was as follows:
• Maximum speed of slightly over I mls (thus improving overall motion safety)
• ~Iid·body differentially-steered drive wheels (a zero-tUrtling rndJUs vehicle)
• 35.5cm diameter rubber drh-e wheels
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Max. Long-term Power Output
Surge Capability (Peak Power)
Optimum Efficiency
No Load Current Draw
Output Waveform
lnput Voltage Range
Low Voltage Alarm
~- Voltage Cut-Out
AC RecepUlCles
DCF~
300W
500W
~90%
0.18 A
Modified Sine Wave
1O-15VDC
10.6 V
lOY
Dual (Grounded)
30A
Figure 5.49: Specifications for the Power Inverter
• Tested indoors (in the lSLab and the neighboring engineering building)
• Tested outdoors (along gravel patb."..ays, O'ooer 15cm curb obstacles, on roughly
30" slopes)
5.2.2 Motion Control
The earliest demonstration of the SAMBUCA base tested the motion oontrol inter-
face using the RAD-Board, before the PC/IO<I had taken O'o·cr the responsibility of
low-level IlIotion control. The RAD-Board controller's outputs were connectoo to
the powerchair's power electronics module, and the RAD oontrollcr was input serial
communication COIllJll8l]<!s17 from a desktop PC.
The attached PC Y.'liS running "ision system software developed by Smith [631,
.....hich detected and distinguished between bottles and cans 8oS!lCCn b}" the system's
....oebcamu . The \'ision system "Il.'OI.i1d send the appropriate commands to the RAD
controller 90 that SAMBUCA \\uuld drh-e to the target object ....·biIe 3\"TJiding colli-
sions with nelU"by objects. Collision avoidlUloo was achieved through the ll.'lC of WI
illfrared proximity sensor ring colmectcd to the RAD controller. Once SAMBUCA
was driven into plnee, the vision llystelU PC would command the robotic arm aboard
ITSee figure 5.31 for the li5t of RAD-lJoard commllndll &OO:!Pted over tile RS-232 connection.
18The "..ebcam (net"..ork \fideo camera) that ...""~ "·as a 3Com llomeCo"uoct modd, d:iQl;eD
for It>! superioc irnagina quality &IOOlll-ocams
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SAMBUCA to pick up the target object and then place that object into either a bin
for bottles or the a bin for C8llS, depending on the t.rpe of object that the target ",as.
The demonstration "'lIS caeried out su«essfully, and is documented funher in
Smith's own report [631.
5.2.3 Motor Schema
The implementation of SA_I\1:BUCA's motor 8Chema oontroller ....'lIS done illcremen-
tall)', as is the preferred approach in behavior-based oontroller development. The
SchcmaO>ntroller application 11'.88 the first application that was 'A'Titten, followed by
the TeleOp application. The lC'-'e1s of demonstration were:
• Pure Telooperation
• Augmented Teloopcration (Tcloopemtion with Ob6tllCie Avoidance)
• Goalless Autonomous Operation
The fourth level of demonstration, GoaI-drivcll autonomous operation, was not
able to be tested sincc it required higher-level systems such as a vision system or
a supervisory colltrol system to be available and working. At the time of SAM-
BUCA's testing, such S}'Stems were not ready for operation. Pietograms illustrating
SAMBUCA's typical actions are presented in figure 5.51.
Pure Telcoperation
The first demonstration of pure teleoperation of the robot platform 1'18.') done usillg
the early RAD·Board controUer system hooked up to a laptop PC, wirelessly com-
manded using commerciAlly-available pcAn/ltL'hen.: remote desklop software, .....hich
was aJso USl'd to send back Ihoe video O\"ef .....ireless ethemet to the remote operator's
coll9Ole (see figure 5.52). Although this early demonstration afforded only \"eT)' crude
motor control, it demonstrated that effective teloopeTation could be carried Ollt over
"WLAN.
The second demonstration of pure teleoperation was done within the frame\\/Qrk
of the motor schema architecture, by baving onl}' the telooperalion behavioral mod-
ule enabled (refer to figure 5.46). It was demonstrated that the SAMBUCA platform
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Figure 5.50: SAMBUCA: Motion Control Testing
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Figure 5.51: Typica.l Actions of SAMBUCA
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Figure 5.52: Teleoperation with a RAD-Board, Laptop, and Webcam
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could be controlled o'oer wired etllemet from 8. desktop PC workstation connected to
a joystick. Compared to the earlier demoIlStratiOll, while the motor schema teleoper-
A.tion was not dOlle wirelessly (86 the PC/I04 adapter card was broken by this time),
the motor control W8S finer than the RAn-Board would pennit, and was comparable
to the Pronto R2 powerchair's original jO}"Stick interface.
Augmented Teleoperation
Pure Teleoperstion expects that the remote operator has 8. sufficiently ric:h UI interface
to safely maneuver a mobile robot through its 5urroundings. While this assumption
greatly simplifies the design or a telerobotic system, it also is often a poor assump.
tion to make since it is very difficult to create a synthetic human-machine interf/I.Ce
(liMI) that givCll a remote operator the same level or informa.tion that a traditional
operator would have sitting atop the vehicle, Ewm ir all the requisite envirollmcntal
infonnation is collveyed remotely, it may not be equally intuith-e to different human
operators. To compensate for these likely shorteomil\f;l of HMl's, One can implement
features that stabilize the \-ehicle's motion and that an>id hazards automatically.
SAMBUCA's augmented tel.eoperadon consisted of the TelcOp application pro-
viding m.a.tbematically smoothed steering signals into the SchemaController teleo~
eration module, which then 1'.'86 mixed with stocrillg signals from the 8.\"Oid-ohstade
module. In this way, SAMBUCA W86 able to avoid obstacle! despite a remote hu-
man operator steering toward the 118.Zard. The demonstrations were again conducted
under tethered conditions since the wireless functionality of the PC/I01 was experi-
encing troubles at the time.
Goalless Autonomous Behavior
In terms of wotor schema control, autonomous beha\'ior occurs when the syslem
recognizes some goeJ to achieve. In the test plan for SA~BUCA, the goal was to
be a visual target that "'"Ould be lIoCquired by a vision system, which in turn ""'Quld
create an attroction for the platform to drive towa.rds the goal. However, 110 vision
system had been implemented at the time of It'StilLg, so Ii. simulated attroctive force
I~The kin'" of information ~hat """' most ll'eful in ~Ieoper&tioo ""' Qflell visual, but fOf"'CJeo-
feedl:w:k OOlllrol and other interf&ee5 are ~i.q in>-esl.i!at«l by human·machine interface devt':lopcrl
lOS
was added to the SchemaController software
The simulated attractive force was implemented fI8 ll. fixed-value forward motion
vector that, if nOt mixed with other behavioral v(.'Clors, ",:ould cause SAMBUCA to
travel forward at ll. fixed speed in 8 straight line until it collided with something
in the way. When combined with the 006taele IlXOidance behavior \'OCtor, however,
the resulting motion is primarily forw8ld with obstac1e5 causing 8 redirection in the
robot's heading. A true allrscth-e foroe \'tlCtor would re-onent the robot toward the
goal after an obstacle ""'lIS ll.\"Oided.
As expected, SAMBUCA enoountered sr::enarios whereby its forward-motion voo.
tor was perfecHy opposed by its obstacle a\"Oidancc behavior, resulting in a net
motion vector of 7,cro and SAMBUCA getting stuck"lO. To help combat this problem,
the random-motion behavior was enabled and mixed ill with the exi'iting behaviol'f'
The random motioll veclOr works by periodically generating a molion vector within ll.
predetermined range of \"8.1ues in order to move SAMBUCA out of any locallninirna
traps it enoounLer$.
While the random-motion broke SAMBUCA out of most local-minimum traps, it
...."Orked using a fixed range of allO'l.-able \'OCtOr values, with each random vector being
held oonstant for lhoe seconds before being replaoed. This apprOllCh "''lIS acceptable for
getting SAMBUCA out of traps within open spaces, but resulted in crude maneuvers
in tight quarters where finer random motion ~tors would have been preferred
ThCSl: observations made apparent the importanoo of a robot knowing its surrounding
environment. Had SAMBUCA been aware that it WIl.S in a tight space, the random
distribution used to break out of local lnil\imiL oould be more ooutered about the
mean, resulting in control IIIlith the needed 6nesse. Despite this lack of finesse ill
tight spares, the \'ector-6eld approach to navigation ""'lIS shown to work, given the
limited 8oCCUr&C)' and r&n.ge of the sensors used, and the absence of a movc-to-goa!
behavior.
~ilI is knoOo'n u • IoaI minima trap. IlJid is also mentioned in geCtion 3.3.6 .
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Figure 5.53: Screenshot of the SchemaControlier software interface
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5.3 Chapter Summary
This cha.pter presented the implementation of the lSLab's mobile robotic platform,
SAMBUCA. The c1ec::tromeclumical base, mounting plates, and sensors, which oon-
stituted the physical base, were each explained. Descriptions of the control system
hardware foUo....'IXi, "''lth focus on tbe PC/1M components and the RAD Board ]0'0\"
level controller. This 11I'88 foJlowm ..iib 8. discus6ion of the software implementation
of motor schema behavioral control, showcasing the designs of the SchemaController
and TeleOp applications. The section on SAMBUCA'5 controller was concluded with
a description of the ydreless communication system used to commullicate within the
General Framc\\.'Ork for Group Robotics.
TIlC implementation of SAMBUCA illuminated some problems, including sen!lOr
lIoise, po\\'E!rchair electronics p«u!iarities, po\\-"er distribution concerns, and motion
drift. The demonstration section presented ta;ting of the SAMBUCA platform in
conjunction with both PCjl04 and RAD Board controller systems. Pure teloopcra.
tion, tethered augmented teleoperation, and goaUess autonomous behavior tests ,,-ere
all carried out. A SUInm&r}' of SAMBUCA's properties and preliminal)" test results
are shown in figure 5.54.
The perfonnsnce tests and implementation activities both re\wed some areas
for future work. These recouunendstioDS are presented along v.ith the conclusions
or this thesis, ill the following final cha.Jlter.
lOB
Property
Test LocatiollS
Speed Ra.nge
Turning Radius
Obstacle AvoidlUlce
Pure Telooperation
Augmented Telooperation
GoalIes:> Wandering
Repeatability
Comments
Indoon> at the ISLab
olUis to approx. 1.510 s
Zcro-Thrning-Radius robot
Widely-spaced obstacles easily Il.voided
Narrowl)"~spaced obstacles often hit
Oblique enoounters most sUlXeSSful
Direct encountcni require added raudom motion
Bebavior similar to using the origiual R2 joystick
Preventli hwnan operator from steering robot into obstacles
Sometimes spent 5 to 20 seconds in
10cal minima traps before eocapillg
Exact robot paths not repeatable due to random motion
oomponents(...-hen enabled). and due to force--resisth-e
effects of the caster ,,-heels
Figure 5.5-1: Summary of Preliminary Test Results
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Recommendations
6.1 Conclusions
Industrial automation is a cornerstone of intelligent sy:s~ms research, and the au-
tomation of equipment in hazardous em'ironments presents significant research aIr
portunitiClS tlJ1d cha11clIgcs. While many industries could benefit from using a team
of intelligent macllincs to carry out tasks, it was in specific response to the needs of
the mining industf)' that the ISLab embarked on its group robotic system. The high-
1e\--ellll'Chitecture of the system, called the "General Frame....,ork for Croup Robotics"
partitioned the project into followi.ng subsystems:
• Human-Machine Interface [Human supervision and illter...cntionJ
• Dynamic Scheduler [Task-robot allocations1
• Petri-Net Controller [Task coordination}
• Mobile Robotic Platfonn [Task execul.ion by individual robots]
These llubs)"stems inter-<lpenued 1.l-..mg established oonuuunication protocols and
toolkits, as mentioned in section 4.6. The Petri-Iiet controller was implemented by
Hwang and was tested Il5ing modified remote-control toys [1]. While the UBe of to)"s
proved the concept of robotic task coordination, future research demanded a more
rugged and ver88tilc mobile robot platform that would receive lask-level dispatches
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from thc Petri-net controller, and CaTry out thotle tasks semi-autonomously. In ad-
dition to these dcmands, the platform was to be able to OpCrRtc indoors ill a crcated
laboratory envirOlLment as well as outdoors in a lCl'S structured natural environment.
The intent for building this pla.tform was to provide an adaptable low-eost robotic
\"ehicle for testing ideas in group robotic research, while repreBenling the control chal-
lenges posed to robot automation systemS and remote human operators that ...."ouid
lIonnally be experienced with industrial-grade intelligent mlldtines. The resulting
mobile robot platform, SAMBUCA, is a rugged and operationally flexible machine
.....i.th the following attributes:
• Modular design: easy to modify and repair
• Electrically Powered: operable indoors, no emissions
• Autonomous or Remotely-Controlled Operation
• Payload capacity of 0\-eJ" 100 kg
• Self-contained pln\U supply for the base and payload
• Rugged enough to operate ouldoors in good w-eather
• PC-based onboard computer
• Networked IIsing wireless LAN technology
• Anti-Ruua\\'ay Safety Feature
SAMBUCA has been tested "'1lh the 1tr200 manipulator aem as payload, in
conjunction ....ith a w~bcam--based. vl:iion system, with the arm being powered from
the platfonn'l own power supply. fUrthennore, SA.'-.1BUCA has been tested in indoor
environments with a motor-schema control archit~ture and has shown its ability
to be remotely controlled, and to wander autonomousJy while avoiding obst8Clcs
dcteet.ecl by an infrared proximity sensor ring.
The work <lone w <late hM shown the utility of the physical platform and of
its IlChema-based controller. Specifically, the implementation of mowr schemas is
central to providing the platrorm its ability to eff~tivelymaneuver in a number of
III
situations, and the addition of wireless teleoperation and behavioral mixing helps in
the d~"eloprnentof effective autonomous robotic modes of operation.
SAMBUCA, as described in this thesis, is a 'I>'Orking mobile robot platform, de\'cl-
oped primarily for use in the ~General Framework for Group Robotics" but flexible
enough to be used as a test platform for other robotics research in the future (e.g.
gensor fusion, advanced control s}'!Items research, schema theory). The platform
possesses elementl\l')' semiautonomous na.vigational capabilities, ~n~r these capa-
bilities can be improved upon by trying diHerent sensors and achemas, and by adding
mapping and machine-learning modules to the controller. The focus of future 'I>'Ork
needs to be in further tuning of the current navigation system, and the integra-
tion of this platform into the rest of the ~General FraJllc."..ork" using an appropriate
interprocess communication toolkit, such as Jini™. Development of an effective
Human-machine interface should complement the inclusion of this platform into the
~Ceneral Framework", incorporating the features of the existing TclcOp application.
The current implementation of SAMBUCA has provided the ISLab with II. higher
caliber of machine with which to carry out future research in group robotics, but is an
initial \"ersion that should be improved upon as the group robotics project continues.
6.2 Recommendations
This section outlines some unpfO\'CIlI.enls on SA:'.tBUCA that merit futun: ill\'(Sti-
gation.
6.2.1 Motor Drive Power Electronics
Nearing the end of development on SAl\fBUCA, the R2 povo-er electronics (see fig-
ure 6.55) that came 90ith the powerchair failed. A cursory investiga.tion of these
e1cctronics revealed 110 apparent damage to the power transistors 011 either the left-
1II0tor or right-motor H-Bridges. It was decided that further troubleshooting lIot
be pursued since the complexity of the circuit board I mOOe hand-testing ineffective.
Although these electronic:; worked in conjunction with die PCjl04 system and the
'The motor drive po'Io'Cl' clectrollia were lU3J1ufocturec.l using /I four-layered printed circui~ board
with mlW)" unreachablcalc1a1 paths and few te8t p<)mts
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Figure 6.55: Motor Drh,"e Power Electronics
SchemaController software without. incident for over six months, it. is possible that. an
overvoltage from the PC/I04's DAQ card may have caused the failure of the power
electronics. The cost. of a new module was estimated to be between 8700 and 81000
Canadian dollars, which was deemed too expensive to replace.
Rather than replace the power electronics with a factory replacement, an investi-
gation was made into using a newer model that could be digitally interfaced directly
with the PC/I04 rat.her than using an analog voltage interface as was previously
done. The writings of Bourhis et aL suggested the use of a DX controller manufac-
tured by Dynamic Controls2 [68]. Further investigation revealed that. the OX system
development kit was no longer supported, and the interface specifications were not
available to interested de\-'Clopers 1691. 170J.
A third altemative to the replacement of the power electronics would be to design
the electronics in-house. The design would not need to use a microcontrollec3 or so
2Dynamic Controls, New Zealand, W8S the company that manufactured the R2 poo;o,"er electronics
module under liccnce from Ilivacare Corporatioll.
sA Motorola rnicrocontroller ,...as U5ed on the R2 power electronics in order to COntrol motor
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many supporting chips, but could be made similar to BlMclwd'1l H-Bridge design'
(see appendix 6gure D.4) 17l} except with properly-rated componentr.
6.2.2 Onboard Computer
The computei' system onboard SAMBUCA is a PC/IG-1 system that was initially
chosen because it "'88 to be shared with a second, smaller robot which bas since
been canceledll . While PC/1M systems offer PC-compatible performance in a small
form factor, and draw little power, they have the following drawbaclcl that seriously
impede developmellt:
• A state-of~thc-art PC/IM system is roughly <1 generations of improvement
behind /l state-of-the-art dC5ktop/laptop PC. Example: 266 MHz Pentium II
was the best CPU 8.\'3ila.bleon a PC/1M when the best CPU for desktop/laptop
systcrns was a 1 GHz Pentiwn IV.
• The PC/IM and PC/IM-Plus standards arc not as standard as ad\"Crtised.
Often one module will not be able to stack on top of another module because
of a blocked pin rec::epUlCle. Other times, a module will exceed the 'standSId
PC/IO.I' module dimensions, preventing the use of supporting rails or ruggedi-
zed PC/llH containers.
• PC/1M system setup may be possible only ..;t!l expensh-e \--ender-supplied
setup hardware. Example: The CPU module's BIOS is incapable of being
simultaneously connected to a CD-RO~i drive and a hard disk drive, thereby
making inBt.allatioli of an Open1ting S)·stem literally impEiible without the use
of auxiliary hardware (as mentioned in section 5.1.3).
• PC/1M modules are difficult to source, service, and replace. Since the market
for PC/I01 is markedly smaller than for conventional desktop/laptop systems,
IICCeJerMion profiles and to implernenlasfety features auch 811 tl\eone mentioned insection$.!.7.
4The II-Dridgetirtuitdeeign ilIpretlCnt.ed ill the sl'pP.lldix with the IX'rmiSlliollofit.saUlhor.
~The trlLll~i.IOT8 u'led in the It:! power ele<:troniCll modulos were J.>OI'·cr MOSFET. ratC<J for 70A,
6OVinordertollllIelY6upplythcpowerchairmutoMi
~SmallBot (_ ~ioll 1.1.5) and SAMBUCA were originally to .bTe the PC-«>mpa.tible
portablfl comput.er, a.nd SmallBot imposed a size oonsrralllt, hellce why the !l1Ilall PC/I04 ~
cllOSellin6t..adofala.ptop
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it is harder to find supplienl, to find out which modules are compatible ....ith
each other, and to ha\'e service W8.ITlUlties on indivKl.ual modules or on the
system asa ....·hole.
Once a PC/l().1 is operational, it beha\'eS like a laptop machine, but l3cking the
mouse, keyboard, and display. Thus, future developers should coruiider replacing
the PC/1M computer system with a weU-equipped lapLop system. Laptops, as well
as not expericncing the PC/I04 symptoms presented above, provide the following
features to developers:
• Laptop computers are readily and locally available.
• Laptops are smallnno portable, especially ill comparison with the SAMBUCA
platform.
• Laptop systems are less expensh-e than their equivalently-functional PCj104
counterparts.
• Laptops are equipped with PC~1CIA slols (and therefore call be connected to
wirclCS5 Ethernet and oert8.in data acquisition ullits), a parallel port, one or
tv..o serial ports, typicall}' two USB ports (which call be furl.her split into as
many as 128 ports sharing the overall USB bandwidth), as well as outpUtii for
eJdernal monitors and uset-interfaoe control devices.
• Laptops ha\""e a more resilient construction than PC/1M S)'Stems.
6.2.3 Proximity Sensors
Currently, SA..~mUCA uses infrared proximity selLSOn which htwe a detection range
from 10 cm to 80 CIO. Polaroid's ultr8S0nic range sensors, for sake of comparison,
ha\'e an obstacle detection range from 15 em to 1065 em, at the expense of a wider
detection beam and more post-processing than the infrared sensors. As was stated
iii section 5.1.2, ultr6S0nic mngefmders were not used 011 SAMBUCA because they
required more control lineA and processing to operate Ilsing a DAQ card. Howevcr,
having a dedicated circuit to pre-process readillgs from a ring of sonar SCllliOfS would
result in a system that could byp8S8 the DAQ card entirely and be fed as a scria.!
're;ults' stream Ul the PC.
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By closely spacing ultrasonic rlUlgefindcrs so that their \llide pickup patterns
O\'erlap, processing oouJd be done to more precisely locate obstacles in the collective
field of sensor view. As "'ell, ultrasonic and infrared proximity sensors could be
combined so that their complementary obstacle detection properties could be fused
to aid robot navigation behaviors. This could be part of a larger project utilizing
SA.\fBUCA for research into ,en"Q'r fusion [721.
6.2.4 Wheel Encoders
While motion encoders .....ere added to both of SAt.ofBUCA's drive motors (as men-
tioned in sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.7), they \\'ere never read directly by the DAQ card
because of the excessive proportion of DAQ resources it would require, compared
to other DAQ inputs and outputs. Agaill, offioading the processing of quadrature
encoder signals from the DAQ onto a dedicated circuit is one possible solut.ioll. Thc
dedicated circuit could deduce wheel travel either by synchronously sampling the
quadrature signals (as the DAQ would otherwise do) or by a$!fIlChronouslll triggering
using the quadrature signals' edges. In both cases, the perceh'ed encoder transitions
would feed into a state machine which would increment or decrement a counter with
IlII adequately-siud register until the PC-compatiblc computer requested the count.
This ,..-ould free PC system processor power for more impottllllt things such as video
processing, and running the motor lidl.emas.
6.2.5 Additional Sensors
Tilt Sensor
Depending on the type of payload aboard the mobile platfono, tilt readings may be
needed to ensure that tipping does not occur on certain terrain. This precaution
is more necessary when, for example, the RT200 lIlanipulator arm is used with the
platfonn, since the center of gravity rises resulting in lower stability. One sensor
that was reviev.·ed was the Model 900-serics biaxial clinometer (see figure 6.56, man-
ufactured by Applied Gcomcehanics Incorporated) which can measure tilt about tlV()
orthogonal axes, alld thus CIlII be mounted to mcasure the roll and pitch of tim plat-
form. The sensor outputs luUl.lOg voltages for each tilt reading, which can be read
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Figure 6.56: Biaxial Clinometer {I7}
and processed by the existing DAQ card, included in the motor schema controller,
and sent back to a remote human operator if needed.
Force Feedback Signals
Currently, the illput device used with the TeleOp application is a Microsoft
Sidewinder (see figure 6.57) which has the capability of providing force feedback
to the human operator. While these joysticks are typically used in video game.
to simulate jarring, bumping, and mechanical resistance, this feature can enhance
telepresence during remote operation of the platfoml. While it is possible to affu.
accelerometers to the platform to measure terrain-induced vibrations that can then
be expressed remotely using the joystick, it is also possible for the avoId-obstacle
behavior's virtual force field to be manifested as a real force that can help guide the
hWllan operator during teleoperation.
Battery Meter
Perhaps one of the most important proprioceptive sensors aboard a robot is its futl
meter. In the case of the electrically-powered SAr..lBUCA platform, this can be at-
complished by using commercially available battery monitor integrated circuits which
usc a battery chemistry model to determine the percentage of charge remaining. A
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Figure 6.57: Force Feedback Joystick [181
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simpler 'homemade' method (see figure 6.58) is to monitor the tcrminal voltage by
comparing fractions of it (using all adjustable-range voltage-divider ladder) to a ref-
erence voltage, likely provided by a Zener diode or a regulator chip. The battery
status thcn can be interpreted by reading the outputs of the comparators. To prevent
electrical overvoltages from danlaging the digital electronics which read thc status
levels, the comparator outputs could be passed through opto-isolator units before
reaching the computer system. While the PC/104 system's DAQ card could read
ill this value, it was not considered prudent to read in the voltage of a high-current
source (ei,e. the battery) alongsidc low-current signals since pc6Sible sbort-circuits
would be catastrophic. The simple battery metcr circuit in essenee was a sacrificeable
levd converter that could pro\'idc battery level information
6,2.6 Intermodule Hardware Communication
Sections 6.2.3 and 6.2.4 both hint toward the decentralization of sensor processing
from the PC system to peripheraJ circuitry. As with allY peripheral dcvice, there
has to be a.n effective and preferably standard way of communicating inIormation to
and from the core PC system. Whilc devices such as the Miniboard and the RAD-
Board hM"C used serial RS-232 cOllllllunication as their standard, there are newer
standards such as USB which have bandwidth and connectivity advantages over ns-
232 (see section 6.2.2). Another approach worth investigating is use of the Control
Area Network Bus architecture, conunonly known as the 'CAN' bus. According to
the specification, this serial communication protocol "efficiently supports distributed
realtime cOlltrol,~ which csscntially is the requirement here [73]. Furthermore, the
INCA La.boratory7 has begun using the CAN bus, so local support and working
examples would he available
6.2.7 Safety Measures
In addition to the existing anti-runaway watchdog circuit which shuts down thc
motors in case of an opera.ting system failure (see section 5.1.5), a physical kill switch
could be implemented ill case of any general emergency. Furthermore, conventional
7The Center for tnstrumelJtation, Control and Automation, Faculty of Engineering and Applied
Sciomce, Memorial University of Newfoundland
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Simple Battery Monitor Circuit
TTL-level
Compal1ltors
To
Computer
Figure 6.58: Simple Battery Monitor Circuit
)20
radio remote control (i.e. 27 MHz or 49 MHz R/C) could be integrawd in over to
override the onboo.rd computer, however it is more effective to ~imply re-connect
the Pronto R2 wired joystick to the platform if such a case should arise. If deemed
necessary, warning lights and buzzers can be adde<! to alert bystanders that the
platform is operating.
6.2.8 Goal Driven Autonomous Behavior
The motor schema controller implemented to date has demonstrated the ability to
avoid obstacles while wandering or while being tclcoperate<l. A key ingredient to
making the ba..<>e semi-auwnomolls is to add goal-detection and goal-attraction ca.-
pacities to til() controller, By far, the most information-laden sensory system is the
vision system, and the incorporation of a vision system that call detect goals, ob-
stacles, wall edges, or other important environmental features will be an important
addition to the motor schema controller, as it will permit more 'intelligent' behaviors
tocmerge.
Vision System Hardware
As became apparent in the course of the pla.tform's design, a vL~ioll s~tem bu..,oo
on PC/104 image-capturing (frame-grabbing) modules, while providing good quality
images, suffers from the following drawbacks:
• Ima.ge processing limited by slow PC/104 CPU module
• Requires expensive camera hardware
• Vision system development restricte<! to PCj104 system (which often has sub-
standard video display capabilities anyway)
In comparison webcams offer an acceptable though lower-quality image captur-
ing capability. In addition w being inexpensive, they are easily COllnecte<! to PC-
compatible syStelllS often via USB. Tile vision system successfully tested by Baxter
Smith used a webcam and was prOC€SSed using a desktop PC [63J. The benefit of
going this route in the future is that webcams can be connL'Cted to laptops (whose
benefits are listed in section 6.2.2) can be purchased at any local computer store,
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and can provide surprisiIlgly good results given the price point. Furthermore, de-
velopment of the vision system can be done 011 a desktop PC system with the said
webcam attached, which often is more convenient for the developer.
Vision System Software
Regardle$!; of the specific vision system hardware that is used, the choice of software
for proces;ing captured images call greatly affect the ease and speed of vision system
development. There are a number of imaging APIs (application programmillg inter-
faces) available w the developer, but many effective APls require the developer to
pay a licensing fee in orller to use them. Alternatively, OpenCV (Open-source Com-
puter Vision libraries, overseen by the Intel Corporation) offers a freely-distributed
set of image analysis algorithms that can be incorporated into a future vi.<;ion system
aboard SAMBUCA. The advantage of going with an open imaging library is that
there lend to be more developers vmrldwide using the libraries (and some who have
even written portions themselves), who can then provide support-in-kind to other
developers.
6.3 Chapter Summary
This concluding chapter recapped the defming features of SAMBUCA as well as pro-
vided recommendations for future work. The suggestions to replace the motor drive
power electronics, to move away from PC/I04 hardware, and to redesign the whee!
encoder elcctroniC8 were bil8Cd on experiential kllowledge gained from building and
using SAMBUCA. Other recommendatiol.Js presented in this chapter are meant as fu-
(,me additions to the platform, lUId these include the incorporation of a navigational
vision system, proprioceptive sensors, and the use of the CAN bus for SAMBUCA's
subsystem communications.
SAMBUCA was designed to sense its environment and be controlled either semi-
autonomously or by human tcleoperatiOll.
Although the faihm: of the motor drire circuitry prevented further testing of
SAMBUCA, tests conducted beforehand showed encouraging results regarding the
operational qualities of the platform and its control software
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The SAMBUCA design has shown early sm.:cesSl.-'l; a.nd can be easily built upon
due to its modular cunstruction. This mobile robotic platform has achieved its mail
goals of being a low-cost platform on which to base future rugged semi-autonomous
indoor/outdoor robots. Having begun from using computer simulations to using
toy-based simulations, the ISLab can now lise the SAMBUCA MRP as an effective
research tool for the next stage of group robotics research in natural envirollments.
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Figure A.59: Design Sketch for Mounting Plate
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Figure A.60: Design Sketch for \Vbeel Encoder Mount and Enclosure
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B.2 Sharp Infrared Sensors
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B.3 Watchdog Timer Ie
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Microprocessor Supervisor with Watchdog Timer
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B.4 Example H-Bridge Circuit for Motor Control
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